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Contexte
Les opérateurs de réseau mobile disposent de leur propre réseau d'accès radio et des licences liées au
spectre. Tous ont déployé trois technologies : 2G, 3G et 4G. L’étude ci-jointe concerne ces réseaux et
leur évolution. Par le biais de leurs réseaux mobiles respectifs, les opérateurs transmettent le trafic de
données vers et depuis l’utilisateur final.
L’IBPT projette d’attribuer une grande quantité de spectre pour les services mobiles au cours des
prochaines années, notamment via le renouvellement de licences. Le nouveau spectre pourrait être
consacré aux technologies 4G et/ou 5G. Le spectre dans les bandes de fréquences 700, 1400 et
3600 MHz est identifié comme du nouveau spectre. De plus, l’on envisage d’ouvrir la bande 26 GHz.
Compte tenu de la répartition des compétences en Belgique, les Communautés sont responsables des
aspects de contenu et techniques des services de médias audiovisuels (art. 4, 6°, de la loi spéciale du
8 août 1980 de réformes institutionnelles). Les autres formes de communications électroniques
relèvent de la compétence de l’État fédéral.
L’IBPT a fait appel à un consultant indépendant afin de déterminer la part des médias parmi les
données mobiles de manière objective, ce qui pourra ensuite servir de base de négociation pour la
distribution des prochaines recettes issues de la 5G entre le gouvernement fédéral et les
Communautés.
Cette étude a été réalisée par Capgemini Invent et a débouché sur le rapport « Evolution of mobile data
in the Belgian mobile licensed spectrum and the impact on media presence » de mars 2020. L'IBPT
publie ce rapport ci-joint.
Cette étude, demandée à l’IBPT par le ministre des Télécommunications, M. Philippe de Backer,
détermine le volume total de données mobiles et l’utilisation des médias au sein de celui-ci, et ce tant
en termes de volume que de revenus qui en découlent. L’étude concerne la situation actuelle et suit
également une approche prospective, tenant compte des développements technologiques possibles
(tels que les applications 5G) dans un cadre temporel de 20 ans.
Deux approches ont été suivies afin de déterminer la présence des médias au sein de l’ensemble du
volume et des revenus liés aux données mobiles : une approche 1, qui devrait être considérée comme
utilisant une acception plus strict des médias, et une approche 2 utilisant une signification plus large
des médias.

1. Être un service
2.
3.
4.
5.

Responsabilité éditoriale
Finalité principale
Fourniture de programmes audiovisuels
Dans le but d’informer, de divertir ou
d’éduquer
6. Pour le grand public
7. Par des réseaux de communications
électroniques

Approche 1
Économique
Oui
Oui
Oui
Oui
Oui
Oui

Approche 2
Économique et
non économique
Non
Non
Oui
Oui
Oui
Oui

Résumé de l’interprétation des médias de l’approche 1 vs. L’approche 2
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Résultats de l’étude
Sur la base du modèle, le pourcentage de la moyenne pondérée des médias au sein du volume total
des données mobiles dans le temps (2019 à 2040) a été déterminé à 4,94 % selon l’approche 1
(directive SMA) et à 17,79 % selon l’approche 2 (ARN médias).
Sur la base du modèle, le pourcentage de la moyenne pondérée des recettes mobiles attribuables aux
médias dans le temps (2019 à 2040) a été déterminé à 7,94 % selon l’approche 1 (directive SMA) et à
28,20 % selon l’approche 2 (ARN médias).

Résumé de la proportion de la présence des médias au sein des volumes et recettes des données
mobiles
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The main purpose of this study is to provide an objective and quantified view on the presence of media
content in the Belgian mobile data traffic over the next 20 years. As this approach required an indepth
analysis of the mobile data traffic, this study also identifies the evolution of the mobile data traffic and
the challenges and opportunities that lay ahead for the different players in the telecom ecosystem 
that itself will drastically evolve in the next years. 5G will bring new features and applications that have
the potential to create a mobile business platform that generates new revenues, efficiency gain and
added value for suppliers and business customers.

The model, for the calculation of the mobile data volumes and related revenues, has been constructed
on two different pillars: Individuals and Objects. Individuals reflects the current and future mobile data
traffic generated by means of a personnel device and mobile subscription for private or professional
purpose. Within Individuals all traffic is generated by (inter)actions of a person. As such this pillar is
representing the vast majority of the current mobile data traffic. Objects is incorporating all mobile
data traffic generated without direct personal action in a machinetomachine or IoTlike setting. The
Object pillar is at this moment a minor fraction of the total mobile data traffic but will evolve strongly
in the next years.

For Individuals, the usage of the mobile device has been tagged in one of the following service
categories: Social Media, Browsing, Messaging, Video Streaming, Gaming, Maps & Navigation, Email,
Audio Streaming, Cloud Storage, App Store & updates and Offline. The total mobile connected time,
that was identified based upon the daily time usage and the related daily usage of mobile devices, has
been divided over these categories. In addition, per service category an average throughput has been
identified. The evolution of all these parameters has been forecasted, resulting in a forecasted volume
of mobile data per category over the next 20 years.
Offload from fixed to Mobile network (via WiFi), Fixed wireless Access (replacing the fixed connection
with a mobile connection) and the transition to Voice over LTE have a decisive impact on the mobile
data usage. The offload from the mobile to the fixed network (via WiFi) has been measured at 74%
and is assumed to remain stable over time as several conditions that impact the offload are likely to
offset each other. Although we do not see a large market for FWA in Belgium, the traffic generated
within this category will increase over the years and will represent in 2040 up to 15% of the Mobile
data traffic in the Individuals pillar. Between now and 2034 all voice traffic will gradually be replaced
by VoLTE. Due to the low throughput, the VoLTE volume are almost neglectable, but we do consider
them because of the impact on the revenues.
Within the individual parts the yearly data volume increases from 323Mio GB in 2019 to 3,35Bio GB in
2040, representing a monthly average data usage that increases from 3,3 GB in 2019 to 22,2 GB in
2040.

To determine the revenues in the Individual model, tariffs and evolutions of it have been determined
for the different Data usage, being the standard mobile data usage, FWA and VoLTE. Based on input
from the operators, the standard mobile tariff has been set at €5,49 in 2019. We foresee that operators
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are aiming at stable revenues over the years, resulting over the period from 2019 to 2040 in an average
monthly revenue per user around €25. The price decrease over the years, to €1/GB in 2039 is
compensated by the boost of data volumes.
As Fixed Wireless Access is an alternative for the wireline access, the price setting is determined by the
fixed access tariffs. Based on international benchmarks a markup of 400% is set on top of the current
fixed tariff, resulting in a tariff above the fixed tariffs but well below the current mobile data tariff.
Over time this tariff will also follow the same trend as the standard mobile data tariff.
To determine the VoLTE tariff, the current tariff for a voice call per minute has been transposed
towards a tariff per GB, resulting in a price of €88/GB. Due to the technology shift from traditional
voice to VoLTE and the competitive pressure from alternative solutions this markup will decline over
the years towards the standard mobile data tariff.
The mobile data revenues are forecasted to remain stable at approximately €3,75Bio per year. To
accomplish this level of revenues, the operators are facing multiple challenges as they need to
compensate the loss of revenues of traditional voice with revenues of mobile data. The mobile data
revenues will also be under high pressure as mobile data will become a commodity. Therefore, a key
prerequisite will be to identify new features, services and content that ensures added value on mobile
data.

The Objects pillar of the model is largely determined by the potential of 5G to unlock (new) business
applications via the wireless networks. More than hundred use cases have been analysed in the
following verticals such as Automotive, Energy & Utilities, Manufacturing & Warehouses, Smart Cities,
transportation, Broadcasting & Entertainment, Agriculture, Logistics, Healthcare, Data transport and
Retail. Use cases with a potential high number of objects and/or throughput via cellular networks have
been withheld and are used to determine and forecast the mobile data usage per vertical.

Over a period of 20 years the total mobile data volume of Objects increases from an annual volume of
less than 2Mio GB to 10Bio GB. Verticals generating the highest data volumes are Automotive, due to
the introduction of automated guided vehicles, Manufacturing & Warehousing, especially by Smart
factory implementations and Smart Cities, in which numerous monitoring and videoapplications will
be implemented. The implementations of mobile business applications start from 2020 but only as of
2025 a significant increase of volumes is forecasted.

The revenues generated by the Object pillar are based on Mobile data tariffs per vertical. 5G will bring
new features and possibilities on the mobile networks. Lower latency, higher speed, more connection
potential per m², private and tailored networks and guaranteed QoS and SLA’s represent the new
benefits for the companies. Research has shown that customers are willing to pay for these benefits.
A specific tariff per vertical has been determined by combining the standard mobile tariff for the
Objects model, that is much lower than the Individuals standard mobile tariff, with a specific markup
per vertical. These specific markups have been set by identifying the most relevant features per
vertical and the willingness to pay for these.
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Because different tariffs have been applied by vertical, the impact has also shifted slightly but the main
verticals that generate Mobile Revenue are still Manufacturing, Smart Cities and Automotive. In
parallel with the Volumes the significant take up of the Mobile Data revenues also starts as of 2025.
With a CAGR of 40% the potential revenues are wellabove €4Bio/year in 2040. The business
development potential of 5G and related technologies is for operators, in comparison with the
Revenue evolution of Individuals, clearly to be found in in the Objects pillar.
Combining the Individuals and the Objects pillar, the model shows an average annual growth of 19%
in volumes, with significant increases of volumes in both pillars. For Revenues, we see an overall
average annual growth of 4%, that completely can be attributed to the Object pillar. Operators will
have to divide their focus on the one hand on maintaining their current revenues streams in Individuals
and on the other hand on developing new business in the Objects pillar. Suppliers of content,
applications and services built upon the mobile network and its new features have an important
business development potential in both pillars. However, this is not quantified in this model.

A first step to determine the presence of media in the total volume and revenues of mobile data was
to clearly to define Media. The concept of media should be understood within the meaning of Article
4(6) of the Special Law of August 8, 1980 on the reform of the institutions. The concept of 'audiovisual
media service' should be interpreted in the light of the AVMS Directive. Based on this, media services
have been identified in the first place by withholding the (content) providers which are registered at y
the Media NRAs. Secondly, the interpretation of the AVMS directive has been applied. Different
interpretations are given to the AVMS directive. Therefore, as it was not the intent of this study to
intervene in the regulatory discussion on what can be considered as Media, we have opted to apply
two approaches. An approach 1, that should be considered as the more restricted view on what is
Media, and an approach 2 that applies a broader view on Media.
Approach 1
Economical

1.

be a service

2.
3.
4.
5.

editorial responsibility
principal purpose
provision of audiovisual programmes
in order to inform, educate or
entertain
to the general public
via
electronic
communications
networks

6.
7.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Approach 2
Economical and
Noneconomical
No
No
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Summary media interpretation approach 1 vs. approach 2

To apply these rules in the Individuals pillar of the model, the media percentage per service category
and per approach (to identify media) has been identified. This has been done by analysing the main
media channels and platforms (such as Facebook, Instagram, YouTube,…).

Based on Operator data, YouTube content consists for 100% out of video. It is assumed that all content
offered via YouTube is public content. This implies that for approach 2, 100% of YouTube is considered
Media. To determine the media presence complying with the rules of approach 1, an analysis has been
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performed on the trending daily top 200 videos over a period of 1 month. The result of this analysis is
that for approach 1, 10,4% of the YouTube content can be considered as Media.

Using the same methodology for Facebook, results in a current ratio video/nonvideo of 30/70 and
private accounts for 54% of all traffic. The media presence on the different platforms will be influenced
by an increase of video content, an increased need for more privacy and thrusted content. Taking into
account these parameters the Media presence on Facebook evolves for approach 1 from 1,38% in 2019
up to 5% in 2040. For approach 2 the media presence increases from 13,5% to 25%.
The same methodology used for Instagram shows that Media under approach 1 remains stable at 5%
and for approach 2 decline from 50% to 43%. Media on Pinterest represent currently 39% for approach
2, increasing over 20 years to 85%, and for approach 1 the percentage is increasing from 4% to 8,5%.
The results of these analyses have been extrapolated to similar platforms. Inserting these conclusions
in the relevant service categories results in the following media presence per service category:

Approach 1
2019
2040

Approach 2
2019
2040

Social media

2,6%

5,2%

30,2%

36,6%

Browsing

3,3%

4,1%

22,7%

57,9%

Video streaming

38,2%

38,2%

98,8%

98,8%

Audio streaming

93,20%

93,20%

99,90%

99,90%

In the service categories, Messaging, Gaming, Maps & Navigation, Email, Cloud Storage, App Store &
Updates and Offline there is no media content identified for both approaches.
Within the Object pillar, we haven’t identified any significant Media presence. Only electronic
billboards generate a minor volume of Media under approach 2.
For the Individual Pillar, we have identified a media presence in the Mobile data Volume of 13,2% in
2019 that evolves to 14,5% in 2040 for approach 1, and of 43,7% to 51,7% for approach 2. For Revenues
these figures evolve over a period of 20 years for approach 1 from 6,69% to 14,5% and for approach 2
from 43,1% to 51,7%.

The figures of the Individual pillar are diluted when combining these with the volumes and revenues
of the Object pillar of the model as only a neglectable amount of media is present within Objects.
Mobile data Volumes and Revenues of the Objects are increasing over time and will overtake the
numbers from the Individual pillar.
In total, the weighted average percentage of Media in the total mobile data Volumes if for approach
1, 4,9% and for approach 2, 17,8%. Within the mobile data Revenues, the weighted average percentage
of Media is 7,9% for approach 1 and 28,2% for approach 2.
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1. INTRODUCTION
BIPT tender & purpose
The Belgian mobile network operators have their own radio access network and spectrum licensing.
They each rolled out three technologies: 2G, 3G and 4G. The research relates to these networks and
their evolution. Through their respective mobile networks, operators convey data traffic to and from
the end user.
BIPT plans to award a large amount of spectrum for mobile services in the next years, including license
renewals. The new spectrum could be used for 4G and/or 5G technologies. Spectrum within 700, 1400
and 3600 MHz are identified as new spectrum. In addition, also the 26GHz band is under consideration
to be opened up.
The purpose of this study is to provide an objective basis to determine the repartition of the revenues,
generated by the upcoming spectrum auctions, between the federal and community governments.
Considering the rules on division of competence in Belgium, communities are responsible for the
substantive and technical aspects of audiovisual media services (special law of August 8th, 1980 to
reform institutions, Art. 4, 6°). The other forms of electronic communications fall within the
competence of the Federal State.
This study, requested to the BIPT by the minister of telecom Mr. Philippe De Backer, determines the
total mobile data volume and media usage in it and this both in terms of volume, as well as the income
generated from it. This both in accordance with the current situation, and in a forwardlooking
perspective, taking into account possible technological evolution (such as 5G applications), within a
time frame of 20 years. As the purpose of this study is to determine how the revenues from the
spectrum auction could be distributed over the different federal and community governments, all
services used over mobile networks have been considered to calculate the revenues generated by this
spectrum. This implies that for the revenue part both mobile data and voice traffic have been taken
into account to determine the occupation ratio of the spectrum by audiovisual media services.
By examining the mobile data evolution in Belgium over the next 20 years, this study also reveals the
challenges and opportunities that the different actors of the ecosystem are facing. The current
operators will not only have to secure their current revenue streams, but also have to address new
segments and levels in the value chain to valorize the investments in new technologies. At the same
moment, new opportunities will be unlocked for new players on the market. This study is only focusing
on the potential value of the spectrum for operators, which is only a part of the total value that will be
created as other players such as equipment providers, content providers, ITcompanies and the
industry as a whole can develop added value on top of the available mobile network infrastructure.
While performing this study, the uptake of services as forecasted in Europe and worldwide, had to be
revised and delayed, to match the reality on the Belgian market. As such, we see an important
challenge for the government and the industry to ensure that the Belgian economy, and all potential
players in the Mobile data value chain, can benefit from these new opportunities. The total value that
this represents is much higher than the potential revenues from the spectrum auction or the revenues
generated by the operators.
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Approach of the study
For this study, we have developed a model to obtain a baseline of data conveyed via licensed spectrum
in Belgium. The model is constructed out of 2 pillars being ‘Individuals’ and ‘Objects’. ‘Individuals’ being
all data usage that can be linked to exchange of mobile data using one or more personal mobile devices
and, ‘Objects’, the mobile communications without a direct human interface or interaction.
The forecasting model is constructed on the baseline model taking into account trends and evolutions
in the use of mobile data and media consumption via mobile data. The majority of the current Mobile
data usage can be found in the Individual pillar. To determine the evolution of this pillar user behavior
and technological evolution have been combined. The Object pillar is at this moment only starting up,
but will, due to the new features that 5G brings to mobile data usage, evolve strongly over the next
years. To assess the growth in the Objects pillar multiple use cases in the main industrial verticals have
been analyzed. Evolutions of volume and revenues are different within these pillars and will be
highlighted.
To determine the media presence in mobile data a general methodology has been developed. As
different interpretations exist on what can be considered as Media, we have, while using our
methodology, investigated two approaches that can be considered as the minimum and maximum
presence of media content.

The report is structured in the following manner:
Chapter 2. Scope: Provide a clear view on the scope of the study to clarify the outer limits of the study.
Chapter 3. General approach: Provide a highlevel view on the applied methodology and approach of
this study.
Chapter 4. Media definition: Provide an explanation on the media definitions and the methodology.
Chapter 5. Volume: Explain the approach to determine the total mobile data volume.
Chapter 6. Revenues: Elaborate on the revenues related to total mobile data usage.
Chapter 7. Identification of Media: Explain the way of working to determine the media presence in
mobile content.
Chapter 8. Conclusion: Providing the results of the analysis.
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2. SCOPE
To build a wellstructured and clear project approach, the different elements of the study have been
identified and defined. Although the result of the study will report exclusively on mobile data, other
elements, such as fixed data volume and offload, are also considered.

Figure 1: Scope definition

Period
The new mobile spectrum will be assigned for a period of 20 years. Therefore, a view on the evolution
of data traffic over this period is necessary. The study takes the actual situation of 2019 as starting
point and forecasts over the next 20 years, until 2040.

Licensed mobile data volume
The complete data usage can be divided in data being conveyed via fixed networks, via mobile licensed
spectrum and via other means such as satellites and unlicensed spectrum. The scope of this project is
limited to determining and forecasting data transmitted via licensed spectrum. However, in order to
come to a correct view on the mobile traffic evolution and to accurately assess impacts of fixed
offloading and mobile substitution effects, the volumes and revenues of data conveyed via fixed
networks have also been analysed.
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In this report, ‘Fixed Data’ refers to all national data traffic (incl. both up and download) in Belgium
that is conveyed over a fixed network technology. The traffic captured via WiFi networks (hotspot or
from individual users) is also considered as fixed data. ‘Mobile Data’ refers to all national cellular
mobile data traffic (incl. both up and download) in Belgium, including both B2C, B2B and wholesale
traffic on a licensed spectrum. International users roaming in Belgium are included and Belgian users
roaming abroad are excluded in this definition.
‘Fixed Offloading’ refers to the potential mobile cellular data traffic of endusers on a cellular enabled
device which is replaced by using a fixed connection instead (e.g. via WiFi at home). ‘Mobile
Substitution’ refers to the potential fixed data traffic which is replaced by endusers using a mobile
cellular connection instead (e.g. xDSL replaced with 4G/5G).
This study is looking into the mobile data of the operators where ‘Operators’ are the Mobile Network
Operators (MNO) who are currently, or in the future, possessing licensed spectrum. The traffic of the
MVNOs is included in the mobile data volume as their traffic is also conveyed via the spectrum of one
of the MNO’s.
Data conveyed over satellite and via nonlicensed spectrum will not be investigated in this study as we
do not expect that these technologies will exercise a decisive impact on the Belgian market, now and
in the future.

Mobile Revenues
The ‘revenues’ which are considered in this study are those generated by the MNOs that can directly
be linked to data usage. These revenues include the subscriptionbased revenues, in which a part can
be attributed to data usage comprised in a bundled offer, and the usagebased revenues meaning data
usage outside bundles that is mostly billed via a payperuse model. In this approach features such as
service level agreement (SLA), quality of service (QoS), etc… are included. Revenues that can be
attributed to devices, setup costs or premium content (for example a subscription to Netflix) are
excluded from the scope of this study as these are the result of specific marketing strategies.
The revenues related to mobile voice and SMS are also taken into account, as these services also use
the mobile spectrum.

Mobile Segments
All mobile segments are included in the study: B2C, B2B as well as wholesale. While B2C is considered
as the retail customer segment of operators, the B2B segment encompasses business and professional
customers. Wholesale, on the other hand, covers data volumes and revenues generated by MVNOs
and international roaming users in Belgium. All these segments are considered as all of them generate
mobile data volume as well as mobile revenue on the licensed spectrum.
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Media
In accordance with the BIPT tender, the concept of media should be understood within the meaning
of Article 4(6) of the Special Law of 8 August 1980 on the reform of the institutions.
The concept of 'audiovisual media service' should be interpreted in the light of Directive (EU)
2018/1808 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 November 2018 amending Directive
2010/13/EU on the coordination of certain provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative
action in Member States concerning the provision of audiovisual media services (Audiovisual Media
Services Directive) in view of changing market realities (hereinafter the AVMS Directive). In order to
determine whether a service is considered as media, several conditions must be met cumulatively:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

that it is a service;
that the service is under the editorial responsibility of a media service provider;
that its principal purpose is the provision of audiovisual content;
that the purpose is to provide television (or audio) programmes;
that the purpose of the programmes is to inform, entertain or educate;
that the targeted audience of the programmes is the general public;
that the programmes are delivered via electronic communications networks.

The concept of 'audio media services' is not defined by European law. In order to be aligned with the
Belgian regulatory framework, the radio broadcaster, in the common sense of the word, whether it is
listened in a linear way (broadcasting) or in a nonlinear way (podcasting), is also in the scope of this
study.
Based on a consultation of the media regulators in Belgium (CSA, Medienrat and VRM), an alternative
approach for the definition of media has been included in the scope of this study.
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3. GENERAL APPROACH
Overview
The general approach used for this study consists out of three key tracks, namely:
1. Media Definition
2. Analytics
3. Forecast Modelling
As can be seen below, each track consists out of a series of activities, which results in a baseline and a
forecast for:
Total Mobile Data Volume
Percentage of Media in Mobile Data Volume
Total Mobile Revenues
Percentage of Media in Mobile Revenues

Figure 2: Overview study approach

In the Media Definition track, the first step was to identify and agree on a consolidated definition of
what is understood by ‘Media’. Once achieved, the analysis of multiple regulatory related data sources
led to a complete list of Media & NonMedia destinations. In turn, this was used as a framework to
analyse the received baselining data.
The Analytics track started with defining the data requirements from the key sources (Regulators,
Operators, market research and usage behaviour) and resulted into the data collection process. The
input received in the data collection process was based on actual data, supplemented with forecasts
to feed both the baselining and forecasting part of the study.
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With the Forecast Modelling track, an initial model was created based on market research as well as
internal expertise. Based on the available/collected data as well as ongoing discussions, the model has
been refined and optimised iteratively.
The combination of these tracks resulted in the forecasting model, starting from a solid baseline from
several key sources.

Key sources

Figure 3: Key sources

Based on research on the demand and the supply side, in combination with indepth analysis of
existing reports, interviews with several parties1 in the ecosystem and Capgemini Invent’s knowledge
database both on a national and international level, a considerable amount of data has been gathered
to build a baseline model and develop a forecasting model.

BIPT data
BIPT has provided aggregated historical data on volume and revenue of mobile traffic enabling to
define a baseline and trends. In addition, BIPT has provided input on timing for rollout and phasing
out of technologies, highlevel market evolutions and possible key drivers for mobile data traffic.
The media NRAs have also been invited to provide input for the study.

leaders,…
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Operator data
On the supply side the MNOs, Proximus, Orange and Telenet, have been contacted to provide relevant
data on volume, revenues and evolutions of mobile data traffic, resulting in the following data
requirements:
1. User consumption data on consumed data volumes per customer type, tariff plan and related
invoiced amounts;
2. An overview of data protocols to obtain a view on mobile data consumption via the different
protocols;
3. Media protocols in order to come to aggregated information on consumed mobile data of
potential media services;
4. Information on mobile data volumes of specific media services, such as Netflix, YouTube, Pickx,
…;
5. A geographic breakdown of the consumed data volume based on the location of the antenna
stations;
6. High level data on throughput, revenues and fixed data volumes
The provided data were aggregated using either Excel or Anatella (ETLtool) in such a way that the
original source of the data (the specific operator) could no longer be identified. Only aggregated results
were included in presentations to BIPT and in the final report.

Usage behaviour data
IMEC - Mobile DNA
Considering “what people say, is not always what people do”, IMEC was contacted regarding their
Mobile DNA2 initiative to collect additional data on endusers’ smartphone behaviour. Mobile DNA is
an application which can be installed by endusers and tracks smartphone usage throughout the day,
providing insight into both duration (i.e. connected time) as well as which applications are used by
endusers. The received sample size was 6,350 and consisted of endusers who logged at least 22 days
during 2019. Based on this dataset, as well as a limited Mobile DNA metadataset with socio
demographic information, strong and detailed insights were gained into daily usage of endusers.

Profacts - User Survey
A quantitative survey was created and pushed online among Profacts’ research panel. The purpose of
the study was to measure how and when users consume mobile data on their mobile phones.
Additionally, the outcome provided insights on the time spent on mobile data versus Wifi as well as
the drivers and barriers behind the users’ choice. The collected data helped to interpret the data found

2

Ghent University (n.d) Mobile DNA  Application that shows your smartphone usage.
https://www.ugent.be/mict/en/research/mobiledna.htm
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throughout the desk research as well as the data received from the operators and IMEC. Furthermore,
the questionnaire permitted to quantify data that could not be found in other sources. The sample of
1,200 respondents ensured a statistical strong representation of the Belgian population aged between
1680 while keeping equally sized segments for Flanders, Wallonia and Brussels3.

Market research
Equipment suppliers and vendors of equipment on the Belgian market (Ericsson, Nokia, Huawei, Cisco,
Samsung, MCS, etc.) have been contacted and contributed useful input to this study.
This study is built on the extensive knowledge database of Capgemini Invent on the telecom market
and more specifically on 5G. A worldwide study on 5G in industrial operations4 and a study together
with Agoria focusing on Belgium industrial 5G opportunities5 have been used for modelling purposes.
In addition, an extensive desk research based on expert reports and internet content has been done
to complete the data set needed to build the baseline and forecasting model.

Detailed results in appendix 1: User survey
Capgemini Research Institute (April 2019), '5G in industrial operations: How telcos and industrial companies stand to benefit’.
5 Capgemini Invent Belgium & Agoria (November 2019), ‘Time to connect Belgium with 5G, an exhaustive industrial study
reveals roadblocks and opportunities’.
4
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4. MEDIA DEFINITION
Definition of what is ‘Media’
Legal definition
BIPT has requested to identify the proportion of media in the total mobile data. Whereas the concept
of media should be understood within the meaning of Article 4(6) of the Special Law of August 8, 1980
on the reform of the institutions. The concept of 'audiovisual media service' should be interpreted in
the light of the AVMS Directive (see section 3.6).
The legal definition of an audiovisual media service is provided by Article 1.1.A of the AVMS Directive:

(i) a service as defined by Articles 56 and 57 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union,
where the principal purpose of the service or a dissociable section thereof is devoted to providing
programmes, under the editorial responsibility of a media service provider, to the general public, in
order to inform, entertain or educate, by means of electronic communications networks within the
meaning of point (a) of Article 2 of Directive 2002/21/EC; such an audiovisual media service is either a
television broadcast as defined in point (e) of this paragraph or an ondemand audiovisual media
service as defined in point (g) of this paragraph;
(ii) audiovisual commercial communication.6

This definition has been transposed as follows in Belgium:
Flemish Community
Decree of the Flemish Community (Article 2 26°) :
Omroepdienst: a) een dienst als vermeld in [artikel 56 en 57 van het Verdrag betreffende de werking
van de Europese Unie], die valt onder de redactionele verantwoordelijkheid van de aanbieder van de
dienst, met als hoofddoel de levering aan het algemene publiek van audiovisuele of auditieve
programma's ter informatie, vermaak, educatie of met culturele inslag, via elektronische
communicatienetwerken; en/of b) de commerciële communicatie.7

6

EurLex (December 2018), Directive 2010/13/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 10 March 2010 on the
coordination of certain provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in Member States concerning the
provision of audiovisual media services (Audiovisual Media Services Directive). https://eurlex.europa.eu/legal
content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32010L0013
7 Vlaamse Regulator Media, (ay 2019), Mobile DNA  Application that shows your smartphone usage.
https://www.vlaamseregulatormedia.be/sites/default/files/mediadecreet_27_maart_2009_17.pdf
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Frenchspeaking Community
Decree of the Frenchspeaking Community (Article 1 48°) :


Un service relevant de la responsabilité éditoriale d’un éditeur de services, dont l’objet
principal est la communication au public de programmes télévisuels ou sonores par des
réseaux de communications électroniques, dans le but d’informer, de divertir et d’éduquer ou
dans le but d’assurer une communication commerciale.8

Germanspeaking Community
Decree of the Germanspeaking Community (Article 2.2.3) :


Eine Dienstleistung im Sinne der Artikel 49 und 50 des EGVertrags, für die ein audiovisueller
Mediendiensteanbieter die redaktionelle Verantwortung trägt und deren Hauptzweck die
Bereitstellung von televisuellen oder auditiven Sendungen zur Information, Unterhaltung oder
Bildung der allgemeinen Öffentlichkeit über elektronische Kommunikationsnetze ist. Bei
diesen audiovisuellen Mediendiensten handelt es sich entweder um lineare oder nichtlineare
televisuelle oder auditive Mediendienste und/oder um die audiovisuelle kommerzielle
Kommunikation.9

BrusselsCapital Region
Law on Audiovisual Media in BrusselsCapital Region (Article 3 5°):


(NL) een dienst die valt onder de redactionele verantwoordelijkheid van een aanbieder van
audiovisuele mediadiensten, met als hoofddoel de levering, via elektronische
communicatienetwerken, aan het algemene publiek van programma's ter informatie, vermaak
of educatie, of met het oog op een audiovisuele commerciële communicatie.



(FR) un service relevant de la responsabilité éditoriale d'un fournisseur de services de médias
audiovisuels, dont l'objet principal est la fourniture de programmes par des réseaux de
communications électroniques, dans le but d'informer, de divertir et d'éduquer le grand public
ou dans le but d'assurer une communication commerciale audiovisuelle.10

The Belgian constitutional concept of “audiovisual media service” (which falls under the competence
of the Communities) possibly also encompasses audiovisual media activities of a noneconomic nature
such as for example community (nonprofit) media, therefore extending beyond the concept of
audiovisual media services as defined by the AVMS Directive. Indeed, the Flemish and the French
speaking Communities do regulate such activities to a certain extent.

8

CSA (August 2018), Décret coordonné sur les services de médias audiovisuels. http://csa.be/documents/2882
Medianrat (March 2017), “Dekret über die audiovisuellen Mediendienste
und die Kinovorstellungen. http://medienrat.be/files/Dekret_27_Juni_2005_Stand_28_Maerz_2017.pdf
10 Etaamb (May 2017), Loi relative aux services de médias audiovisuels en région bilingue de BruxellesCapitale.
https://www.etaamb.be/fr/loidu05mai2017_n2017040323.html
9
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Media definition as proposed by BIPT based on CSA guideline (approach 1)
BIPT has requested to categorize the audiovisual content in mobile data as media based on the AVMS
Directive and the recommendation adopted by the CSA in 2012 11. Hereunder we provide a short
summary of the guidelines to be applied according to this recommendation12. The following conditions
must be met cumulatively:
1. Be a service
The definition of service refers to Article 57 of the TFEU that states:
Services shall be considered to be "services" within the meaning of the Treaties where they are
normally provided for remuneration, in so far as they are not governed by the provisions relating to
freedom of movement for goods, capital and persons.
"Services" shall in particular include: (a) activities of an industrial character; (b) activities of a
commercial character; (c) activities of craftsmen; (d) activities of the professions.13
Recital 21 of the AVMS Directive (from 2010) stresses that the scope of the Directive “should be limited
to services as defined by the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union and therefore should
cover any form of economic activity, including that of public service enterprises, but should not cover
activities which are primarily noneconomic and which are not in competition with television
broadcasting, such as private websites and services consisting of the provision or distribution of
audiovisual content generated by private users for the purposes of sharing and exchange within
communities of interest”. With this interpretation, only content that has an economic purpose can be
withheld as media. Putting a family video online is, under this interpretation of the definition, not
regarded as offering an economic service and is thus not considered as media.

2. Be under the editorial responsibility of a media service provider
Editorial responsibility is defined by Article 1.1.c of the AVMS Directive as “the exercise of effective
control both over the selection of the programmes and over their organization either in a chronological
schedule, in the case of television broadcasts, or in a catalogue, in the case of ondemand audiovisual
media services”.
Recital 25 of the AVMS Directive (from 2010) adds that “the concept of editorial responsibility is
essential for defining the role of the media service provider and therefore for the definition of
audiovisual media services”.
In fact, this implies that forwarding a message of another source such as forwarding a videoextract
from the RTBFnews via YouTube or Instagram for instance, is not representing an editorial
responsibility and excludes this forward from being media content. On the other hand, in case RTBF

11

CSA (March 2012), Recommandation relative au périmètre de la régulation des services de médias audiovisuels.
http://www.csa.be/documents/1713
12 Appendix 2 : CSA interpretation of the AVMS directive
13 EurLex (October 2012), Consolidated version of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, https://eur
lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:12012E/TXT
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has put the extract itself on a platform, this extract will be considered as media as RTBF has an editorial
responsibility.

3. The principal purpose is the provision of audiovisual content
Recital 22 of the AVMSD Directive (from 2010) explains that the definition of an audiovisual media
service “should exclude all services the principal purpose of which is not the provision of programmes,
i.e. where any audiovisual content is merely incidental to the service and not its principal purpose.
Examples include websites that contain audiovisual elements only in an ancillary manner, such as
animated graphical elements, short advertising spots or information related to a product or non
audiovisual service”.
Recital 3 of the AVMS Directive (from 2018) further explains that the Directive “should remain
applicable only to those services the principal purpose of which is the provision of programmes in order
to inform, entertain or educate. The principal purpose requirement should also be considered to be
met if the service has audiovisual content and form which are dissociable from the main activity of the
service provider, such as standalone parts of online newspapers featuring audiovisual programmes or
usergenerated videos where those parts can be considered dissociable from their main activity. A
service should be considered to be merely an indissociable complement to the main activity as a result
of the links between the audiovisual offer and the main activity such as providing news in written form.
As such, channels or any other audiovisual services under the editorial responsibility of a provider can
constitute audiovisual media services in themselves, even if they are offered on a videosharing
platform which is characterised by the absence of editorial responsibility. In such cases, it will fall to
the providers with editorial responsibility to comply with Directive 2010/13/EU”.
This means that video or sound put online via the website of a journal or newsmagazine is not to be
considered as media, because the primary purpose is providing written news, but that a specific and
clearly dissociable section of that website could be considered as such, on a casebycase basis.

4. The purpose is to provide television (or audio) programmes
A programme is defined by Article 1.1.b of the AVMS Directive as “a set of moving images with or
without sound constituting an individual item, irrespective of its length, within a schedule or a
catalogue established by a media service provider, including featurelength films, video clips, sports
events, situation comedies, documentaries, children's programmes and original drama”.
Recital 23 of the AVMS Directive (from 2010) adds that “the term ‘audiovisual’ should refer to moving
images with or without sound, thus including silent films but not covering audio transmission or radio
services. While the principal purpose of an audiovisual media service is the provision of programmes,
the definition of such a service should also cover textbased content which accompanies programmes,
such as subtitling services and electronic programme guides. Standalone textbased services should
not fall within the scope of this Directive”.
A programme can be a television service but also, in the Belgian context, an audio service.
5. The purpose of the programmes is to inform, entertain or educate
Recital 22 of the AVMS Directive (from 2010) details that “the definition of an audiovisual
media service should cover mass media in their function to inform, entertain and educate
the general public, and should include audiovisual commercial communication”.
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The AVMS Directive does not provide any guidance on the definition of these concepts. It
is generally considered that “they are so vague and general that they can apply to virtually
any type of audiovisual content”14.
6. The targeted audience of the programmes is the general public
Recital 21 of the AVMS Directive (from 2010) states that “the definition of an audiovisual media service
should cover only audiovisual media services, whether television broadcasting or on demand, which
are mass media, that is, which are intended for reception by, and which could have a clear impact on,
a significant proportion of the general public” while recital 22 states that it “should exclude any form
of private correspondence, such as emails sent to a limited number of recipients”.
The content to be considered as media has to be addressed to the general public, excluding all forms
of private communications or confidentiality.

All private communication or videos shared in a closed user group are to be considered private and
are thus not withheld as media.

7. The programmes are delivered via electronic communications networks
To be a media service, the program must be delivered through electronic communication networks.
An electronic communications network is defined by Article 2 (a) of the Directive 2002/21/EC as
“transmission systems and, where applicable, switching or routing equipment and other resources
which permit the conveyance of signals by wire, by radio, by optical or by other electromagnetic
means, including satellite networks, fixed (circuit and packetswitched, including Internet) and mobile
terrestrial networks, electricity cable systems, to the extent that they are used for the purpose of
transmitting signals, networks used for radio and television broadcasting, and cable television
networks, irrespective of the type of information conveyed”.

Media definition VRM, CSA, Medienrat (Approach 2)
For this study, the different media regulators have also been contacted and feedback has been
requested on the interpretation on how media should be identified and categorized. As a result, VRM,
CSA and Medienrat have introduced a joint document on the applicable parameters to identify media
services15.

14

Cabrera Blázquez F.J., Cappello M., Fontaine G., Valais S., Ondemand services and the material scope of the AVMSD, IRIS
Plus, European Audiovisual Observatory, Strasbourg, 2016, p. 24.
15 Appendix 3: CSA, VRM, Medienrat media approach
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The media authorities have proposed a broader definition and approach. It also covers services and
activities that fall within the constitutional concept of "audiovisual and audio media services" but are
not included in the European definition of "audiovisual media services" referred to in Article 1.1.a of
the AVMS Directive, including:
Noneconomic broadcasting activities, which are not services within the meaning of Articles
56 and 57 of the treaty on the Functioning of the European, such as nonprofit radios Union;
videosharing platform services, which are since 2018 governed by the AVMS Directive, but
separately from audiovisual media services;

VRM, CSA and the Medienrat claim that they are also competent for noneconomic services, while,
apart for the granting of frequencies to the nonprofit radios, this is not reflected in their legal
framework (with the exception of the Flemish Community):

Decree of the Flemish Community (Article 2 25°):
Omroepactiviteit: Elke activiteit die bestaat in het ter beschikking stellen van bewegende beelden, al
dan niet met geluid, of van een reeks van klanken of geluiden bestemd voor het algemeen publiek of
een deel ervan via elektronische communicatienetwerken. Omroepactiviteit wordt ook wel radio
omroep en televisie genoemd.

The media NRAs have provided a description, including some Media examples according to their
approach:
Type of services

Examples

Linear
audiovisual
services

Included in the European
concept of audiovisual media
service
Yes

media RTBF La Une
Eén
VTM
RTLTVi
BRF Fernsehen
Nonlinear audiovisual media Netflix
yes
services (‘on demand’)
Auvio
vrt.nu
m.brf.be (BRF Mediathek)
Linear sound media services
Online radio (economic services No
and noneconomic activities)
nonlinear audio servcies

Noneconomic
activities
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Podcasts of radio stations :
No
www.rtbf.be/lapremiere/podcast
https://radio1.be/tag/podcast
https://1.brf.be/podcast/
broadcasting Individuals who sporadically No
upload and broadcast videos via
online platforms, in a simple
sharing logic, within small

communities,
and
without
pursuing any real editorial
ambition.
Services that only transmit Video sections on websites of No
short programs or videos
some newspaper and magazines
Video
platform
services YouTube
(providing
usergenerated
programs or videos)
Video on social media
Facebook
Instagram
TikTok
Periscope
Vimeo
Snapchat
Dailymotion

No (but referred
category under
AVMS Directive)
No (but referred
category under
AVMS Directive)

as a separate
the revised
as a separate
the revised

Table 1: Media identification by type of services as received from the Media NRAs

It should be noted that if this approach is followed, then it is not only the “economic service” criteria
that should be reconsidered, but also potentially other criteria as:
editorial responsibility;
principal purpose;
provision of audiovisual programmes;
in order to inform, educate or entertain.
Such an approach considers that any audiovisual content that is made available to the general public
via electronic communication networks should be, for the purpose of the present study, considered as
media.
When comparing this proposed approach of the media NRAs to the approach set forward by BIPT, one
can conclude that the scope of media is quite wider in approach 2 (NRAs interpretation).
This can be summarised as follows:

Table 2: Summary media interpretation approach 1 vs. approach 2
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The current practice on Media regulation by the NRAs
In the AVMS Directive, it is stated that, in order to ensure its effective implementation, it is crucial that
Member States establish and maintain uptodate records of the media service providers and video
sharing platform providers under their jurisdiction and that they regularly share those records with
their competent independent regulatory authorities or bodies and the European Commission16. All
these market players can also be found in the MAVISE database that is managed by the European
Audiovisual Observatory, which is fed mainly by data collected among media regulators.
Analysis of the registers of different Belgian NRAs is providing a view on what they consider to be
audiovisual media services and is consistent with the practices of their European counterparts. These
registers are also aligned with the AVMS Directive and the interpretation as explained for approach 1.
In the current registers from the VRM, CSA and Medienrat other potential media content suppliers
that meet the criteria of approach 2, such as for example vloggers are not withheld. Only traditional
television and radio players are registered. The Media NRAs are however evolving to obtain more
impact on the new media content providers and the crossborder implications they cause. In its work
programme 2020, ERGA has planned to start a specific workgroup focusing on regulation of vloggers17.
The CSA has stated that they have started discussions with the main Frenchspeaking Belgian vloggers
in this regard18, without however providing an exhaustive list of possible targeted players.

Methodology to determine media
The purpose of this study is to determine the presence of media in the total mobile data traffic. The
definition of Media, and the interpretation of this definition, varies between NRAs and depends on
specific factual circumstances. In addition, an ad hoc analysis of each destination on the internet is
materially almost impossible, and even then, the results can vary depending on specific interpretations
by the competent authorities.
It is neither the intent of this study to develop a new definition or interpretation of a definition on
what media means in Belgium or in a Community, nor to have the ambition to indicate whom or what
should be regulated as a media service. The aim is only to use a definition of media that can be
measured, that relies on the implementation of the legal framework by the regulators and that allows
an equal treatment of all authorities in Belgium.

General approach
The proposed approach by BIPT (approach 1) results in a media categorization based on the analysis’
done by the NRAs in Belgium and Europe and is providing a clear view on the current landscape of

16

EurLex (November 2018), Directive (EU), 2018/1808 of The European Parliament and of The Council of 14 November 2018
amending Directive 2010/13/EU on the coordination of certain provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action
in Member States concerning the provision of audiovisual media services (Audiovisual Media Services Directive) in view of
changing market realities. https://eurlex.europa.eu/eli/dir/2018/1808/oj
17 ERGA Work progamme 2020 proposal
18 http://csa.be/breves/1374
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media consulted via mobile data, by applying the interpretation of criteria as set forward by the AVMS
Directive and further detailed in the recommendation of the CSA. Based on the NRAs register, it is
possible to come to a reliable analysis of media presence in the mobile data usage. In approach 1, the
main challenge is to determine whether a video on social media and videosharing platforms has an
economic purpose and are subject to an editorial responsibility. From a forwardlooking perspective
this approach (approach 1) however has its limitations as it risks to exclude possible new media types
and roles and responsibilities that will emerge in the next years. As such, approach 1 is a strict approach
to determine the media presence. Nevertheless, this can be leveraged in the forecasting model where
an evolution of the media landscape has been taken into account.
The proposed approach by VRM, CSA and Medienrat (approach 2) has a broader view and expands the
interpretation of the current legal framework. However, as approach 2 is identifying almost all public
video as media, a reliable analysis is possible. The main challenge in this approach is to define the part
of video that has to be considered as private content and, hence, is excluded as media.
It has been decided to use approach 1 as well as approach 2 to determine the presence of media in
the total mobile data traffic. The results of these approaches can be considered as the borders in which
the media area can be defined.

Phase 1: analysis of registered content
The first phase is the same for both approaches. A different media identification will be used only in
phase 2 depending if approach 1 or 2 is applicable. The first phase is composed out of 3 stages.

Figure 4: analysis of registered content

In the first stage, we verified if content has been qualified as audiovisual media content by the
authorities in charge, in Belgium and abroad. Then, there is no doubt that the content delivered by
media providers which are registered at/ licensed by media NRAs is categorized as media.
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For Belgian content, this can be done by looking at the registries of the various types of audiovisual
media services registered at / licensed by the CSA, VRM, Medienrat and BIPT. These registers contain
tvlike and radiolike content. For instance, content coming from VRT, RTBF, but also from local radio
stations is media.
For foreign content a differentiation between TVlike and radiolike content is in order. TVlike content
is assessed by checking the MAVISE database from the European audiovisual observatory, which lists
audiovisual media services available in 41 EU countries19. For example, the content delivered through
the Netflix app is audiovisual media content as this audiovisual media service is registered at the Dutch
media regulatory authority. However, for radiolike content there is no equivalent of the MAVISE
database available.
For videocontent outside of the EU and radiolike outside of Belgium we will apply the 7 decision
criteria from the AVMS directive
In the second stage an analysis is performed on the videosharing platforms (YouTube, Vimeo,
Dailymotion and similar) and other social media platforms such as Facebook and Instagram. On these
platforms we identified what type of accessed content is audiovisual media and which is not. For the
same content, we will first identify if the content is shared by the by NRAs licensed or registered
channels. For the other content, we will apply the decision criteria from the AVMS directive. We have
shifted our analysis from the supplyside to the demandside as neither the operators, equipment
providers nor the media regulators could provide detailed insights on accessed content via these
platforms. Therefore, we have analysed the content on the main platforms by taking samples,
performing desk research on relevant reports and using user surveys.

The third stage consists out of analysing audiovisual media which is not accessed directly by the user
via the website (e.g. www.rtbf.be) or the dedicated app (e.g. Auvio) of the audiovisual media service,
but via an aggregator/distributor of several audiovisual media service, namely content aggregators.
Contrary to most EU countries, this function has been identified in the legal framework in Belgium, in
all Communities, as well as at the federal level. Proximus, Telenet, Orange, VOO… are registered by
the media regulatory authorities in Belgium as distributors of audiovisual media services. In addition,
the content these channels are distributing must be licensed and/or registered. For example, all the
content accessed by the user via the Proximus Pickx app is audiovisual media content.

Phase 2: applying the AVMS guidelines
In the following phase the content that could not distinctly be attributed to the media or nonmedia
category by applying the AVMS directive has been analysed. As previously explained, the interpretation
of these guidelines varies depending on the approach (1 or 2) that is used. An analysis of the content
has been performed for both approaches.

http://mavise.obs.coe.int/
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Table 2: AVMS guidelines interpretation approach 1 and approach 2

With this methodology it is possible to categorize all content as media or nonmedia.
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5. VOLUME
Introduction
Considering the focus of the study is Media in Mobile Data usage, the forecasting model is centred
around all Mobile Data generated on the licensed spectrum. This implies that all types of Mobile Data
traffic must be considered, resulting in a total “Mobile Data Volume”, which is defined as follows:
“All national cellular mobile data traffic (incl. both up and download) in Belgium, including both
B2C, B2B and Wholesale traffic on a licensed spectrum.”
As all B2C, B2B and Wholesale mobile data traffic is to be considered, two concepts are introduced to
make a clear distinction between two classifications with inherently different data usage patterns,
namely:
Individuals: All individuals (i.e. people) generating mobile data traffic by means of a personal
or professional mobile subscription and device.
Objects: All objects (i.e. things) generating mobile data traffic by means of an M2M (machine
tomachine) or IoT (Internet of Things) subscription, often in the context of a B2B contract.
Each classification encompasses both B2C, B2B and wholesale, covering the entire range of Mobile
Data usage. In this chapter, we explain for each classification the underlying model structure as well
as the gathered data to both baseline and forecast Mobile Data Volume.

Individuals
Overview
When using the term “Mobile Data Volume of Individuals” we are referring to the following:
“Mobile Data traffic generated by people via their personal (B2C) or professional (B2B) Mobile
subscription using the Belgian licensed spectrum. International endusers roaming in Belgium are
included, while Belgian users roaming abroad are excluded.”
To baseline and forecast the amount of Mobile Data Volume generated by Individuals, we need to
answer the following questions:
How many endusers are there?
How much average daily usage does each enduser have?
What network type do they use and when?
What additional/new mobile data traffic will be available and how much volume will it
generate?
With this set of questions in mind, the Individuals’ aspect of the model was created and refined over
time. The result can be summarized as follows:
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Figure 5: Computation of the mobile data volumes generated by individuals

In the next chapters, the structure and logic behind each component is described in detail, resulting in
a forecast of each.

End-users
In the context of Individuals, an end-user is considered as a person who actively uses a personal or
professional mobile subscription on the Belgian licensed spectrum. This implies that Belgian individuals
roaming outside Belgium are not considered as endusers, whereas nonBelgian individuals roaming in
Belgium are accounted as endusers.
It is pertinent to note that the focus lies on active usage, excluding “dormant” subscriptions (i.e. not
used at least once per month). Hence, average daily usage will set the base for the next chapter.
The following diagram offers an overview of the logic behind the enduser calculations:

Figure 6: Enduser identification and segmentation  Flowchart
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As a starting point, we used the Belgian population forecast of Statbel to identify the figures for total
Belgian Population between 2019 and 2040. 20 Due to the fact that in Europe smartphone penetration
only reached 20% at the age of 10 and 50% at the age of 14 in 2015 21, people under the age of 12 from
the total eligible enduser pool have been excluded. The majority of children under the age of 12 do
not have a device, and those who are going online are mostly using the device of a parent (in that case
usage is included in the traffic of the owner of the device) and/or connect via the WiFi network. It has
been assumed that, by putting the turning point at the age of 12, the number of potentially active end
users under the age of 12 is offset with the number of potentially inactive endusers between 12 and
16 years old.
Additionally, the number of Belgians roaming abroad and the number of nonBelgians roaming within
Belgium has been presumed to offset each other. This leaves a total eligible enduser pool of 9.879.844
people in 2019.
The detailed Statbel forecast figures per age enabled to both segment and forecast the total eligible
enduser pool into four key segments:
Segment 1: Age 12 to 24
Segment 2: Age 25 to 44
Segment 3: Age 45 to 64
Segment 4: Age 65+

The rationale behind this segmentation is that within each age group the context of activities (e.g.
studying, start of career, end of career, retirement) is roughly the same for the endusers. The
information provided by IMEC Digimeter containing sociodemographic data as well as data regarding
connected time confirmed this assumption.
As a next step, being a prerequisite to generate mobile data traffic, the number of mobile devices
within each segment has been computed to identify actual endusers within the total eligible enduser
pool. The IMEC Digimeter results published in 201922 were used as a starting point to baseline the
penetration of the following devices per segment:
Tablets
Feature phones23
Smartphones
Although these figures are Flanders specific, their level of detail provided the required insights and
have therefore been considered worth extrapolating to Belgium. The user survey confirmed that
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Statbel (January 2019), Bevolkingsvooruitzichten.
https://statbel.fgov.be/nl/themas/bevolking/bevolkingsvooruitzichten#panel13.
21 Tnuda (Novembre 2017), Extent of cellphone usage by children and teens worldwide.
https://www.tnuda.org.il/en/populationsrisk/childrenadolescents%E2%80%93introduction/extentcellphoneusage
childrenandteens.
22 Imec (2019), IMEC.DIGIMETER 2018. https://www.imecint.com/drupal/sites/default/files/inlinefiles/457015IMEC
DIGIMETER2019NLv9.pdf
Feature phone – mobile handset offering advanced features (e.g. camera, email) within a restricted software platform that
limits the user's opportunity to add third party software. They target the low end of the market and rely less on data
connectivity
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smartphone penetration and usage is roughly the same across Flanders, Wallonia and Brussels which
comforted the decision for extrapolation of the IMEC data to the other regions.
Note that laptops were not taken into consideration as all internet traffic is presumed to be handled
via WiFi because laptops are primarily used at home or at the office. Additionally, the lack of laptop
oriented mobile data offerings as well as the actual number of SIM enabled laptops, indicates there is
no real demand for this. Occasionally, endusers might use mobile hotspot and tethering to connect
their laptop. As we do not have any truly representative data available24, we assume that these
numbers are neglectable. One might also argue that mobile data subscriptions for laptops could
become more prominent with the introduction of the ESIM. However, as this is highly speculative and
we do not expect enduser behaviour to change drastically (i.e. laptops being used primarily at home
or at the office), we disregard this for the purpose of this study.
Wearables have also been excluded from the model as most still fall under the “usurper” category,
using only a Bluetooth connection to connect with a smartphone. This implies that the mobile data
generated for using a wearable is encompassed in the respective application on the smartphone and
should not be considered separately. We do not expect this to change drastically during the forecasting
period, as the added value of having a separate wearable SIM – or even subscription – is fairly limited.

Tablets
Compared to smartphones, tablet penetration is relatively low across all segments (between 48% and
63%) and looking at historical data, has even started to decline. Tablet penetration has only slightly
increased for segment 4 (Age 65+) in the last few years, which can be explained by spillover effects
originating in segment 3. However, it is also important to note that tablets are often shared within a
household. As a Belgian household on average consists out of 2,3 people25, the tablet usage per end
user had also to be measured. The IMEC Digimeter demonstrates that 80% of endusers do not use a
tablet intensively on a daily basis, 43% do not have a tablet and 37% use it less than one hour per day.
Additionally, considering only 10% of all available tablets are cellular enabled26 and suspecting that not
all endusers with cellular enabled tablets have a SIM card for it (i.e. only use it via WiFi at home), the
proportion of potential mobile data via tablets is neglectable. It has therefore been decided to exclude
tablets from our forecasting model.

Feature phones
Unsurprisingly, feature phone27 penetration has significantly dropped in recent years and will continue
to do so across all segments. Even within segment 4 (Age 65+), feature phone penetration is already
down to 39,72% and still steadily declining. Next to the low penetration, feature phones also barely

24 L. Arnold (June 2017), AW Poll: zoveel gigabytes worden er verbruikt door tethering. https://androidworld.nl/nieuws/awpoll

zoveelgigabyteswordenerverbruiktdoortethering/
25 Statbel (January 2019), Bevolkingsvooruitzichten. https://statbel.fgov.be/nl/themas/bevolking/bevolkingsvooruitzichten
26 I. Lunden (March 2012), WiFi Rules, OK? Only 6% Of iPad Sessions Come From Cellular Networks.
https://techcrunch.com/2012/03/23/wifirulesokonly6ofipadsessionscomefromcellularnetworks/
27 A mobile handset offering basic features within a restricted software platform that limits the user's opportunity to add third
party software. Feature phones rely less on data connectivity.
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generated any mobile data traffic due to the lack of apps and often limited embedded network
technology. Therefore, feature phones were excluded from the forecasting model by itself. We did,
however, consider the decrease of feature phones when forecasting smartphone penetration.

Smartphones
Smartphone28 penetration is at an alltime high level with a continuous to gradual increase. Although
a slowdown can be expected for segments 1 and 2 (95%), smartphone penetration in segments 3 (83%)
and 4 (52%) still leaves room for additional growth. By considering historical data, spillover effects as
well as the decline in feature phones, smartphone penetration could be forecasted as presented
below:

Enduser Smartphone Penetration
100%
95%
90%
85%
80%
75%
70%
65%
60%
55%
50%

Segment 1

Segment 2

Segment 3

Segment 4

Figure 7: Evolution of end-user smartphone penetration

According to our forecast, smartphone penetration reaches 100% across all our segments by 2036. We
expect penetration within segment 4 to rapidly increase over the next few years and slow down over
time. Smartphone penetration will, however, only reach 100% over a period of 10 to 15 years as we
do not expect that elderly not owning a smartphone now will decide to purchase one.
For the purpose of this study, the assumption has been taken that each enduser only has one
smartphone, therefore, the penetration has been capped at 100%. Although in reality a small
proportion of endusers might have multiple smartphones, considering the focus on active users in the
next chapter, an enduser is considered that he can only use one smartphone at a time.
Similarly, Endusers with dual SIMs have not been considered (i.e. more than one SIM in a
smartphone), regardless of what network it is using, as a smartphone is presumed to actively use only
one data connection at a time.

28

A mobile phone that runs a complete operating system and provide third party software development guidelines and
marketplace. Smartphones feature advanced capabilities beyond voice calls and SMS (e.g. email, calendar, maps), often relying
heavily on mobile data connectivity for enhanced features or data synchronisation.
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Based on the above, we end up with a total of 8.1 mio endusers as a baseline (2019).

5G Adoption
From a forecasting perspective, it is also important to consider enduser adoption of 5G due to its wide
range of potential impact29. Therefore, BIPT provided estimations in terms of timing, which were then
used to calculate the adoption rate.
Assuming the 5G auction will take place during 2021, the following timings regarding coverage
requirements – as received from BIPT – are considered:
70% of the population by mid2022
99,5% of the population by mid2023
99,8% of the population by mid2027
Based on the coverage requirements, a maximum adoption rate over time was established. The actual
adoption rate was then determined by looking at historical data of the 4G rollout. Although one might
argue that 5G adoption30 will be faster31, we expect the additional benefits to be initially fairly limited
and that the markup pricing of 5G enabled devices will slow down overall adoption. Therefore, we
assume it will be roughly the same as it was for 4G over time. The resulting adoption rate, decided by
5G enabled devices, is as follows:

5G User Adoption
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Figure 8: Evolution of 5G user adoption

The 5G adoption starts as early as 2022, by 2028 99% of endusers will be able to use 5G. Segment 4
is an exception to this high adoption rate as due to a lower smartphone penetration the 5G adoption
comes later. This adoption rate does not imply that 2G, 3G or 4G will no longer be used as off 2028.

29

R. Clark (February 2019). Six Months of 5G: What We've Learned From South Korea. https://www.lightreading.com/asia
pacific/sixmonthsof5gwhatwevelearnedfromsouthkorea/d/did/754562.
30 Note that endusers who adopted 5G may still use 2G, 3G or 4G connectivity (e.g. due to coverage limitations).
31 S. McCaskill (November 2019), 5G adoption set to be much faster than 4G. https://www.techradar.com/news/5gadoption
settobemuchfasterthan4g.
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These access technologies will continue to be used depending on location, situation and network
availability.

Daily usage
As a next step, a forecast for the average weekly mobile volume per enduser for each of our four
segments has been computed. It is important to note that, at this stage, the difference between WiFi
and mobile data traffic is not yet taken into account and daily mobile (i.e. smartphone) usage is
consider in its entirety, regardless of the network type.
The following diagram offers an overview of the logic behind our daily usage calculations:

Figure 9: Computation weekly mobile volume consumption - Flowchart

In summary, daily usage can be broken down into the following key elements:
Daily connected time
Connected time per service category
Average throughput per service category

Daily connected time
In order to identify daily connected time today, a decent understanding of each enduser segment’s
daily activities was required. As a baseline, the available data sets of the timeuse.be study have been
analysed.32 This study, started in 1999, illustrates that the main daily activities and time spent on these
are only subject to minor fluctuations over the years. On average the 24 hours in a day are divided
over the following activities: paid work, household work, childcare and raising children, personal care,
sleep and rest, education, social participation, free time, transportation and others.
The detailed insights gained from the study helped to assess daily activities per segment on both
weekdays as well as on Saturdays and Sundays.

32

Timeuse (February 2014), Table manual. http://www.timeuse.be/en/statistics..
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Table 3: Daily activities on weekdays, Saturday and Sunday per segment

To determine the time spent on the several daily activities over the next 20 years, we assume that the
basic division of activities remains stable. This is supported by the results of comparing time spent in
1999, 2005 and 2013. Over this period no major changes in time spent haven been identified. As such,
an introduction of a new technology is not changing the basic actions and time spent of persons
(sleeping, eating, working...) but some actions itself can indirectly be influenced. Therefore, slight
modifications have been introduced in the model.
Based on the identified daily activities33, potential online time per daily activity for each segment has
been determined. Although the time spent on a daily activity remains stable, behaviour and actions
evolve partly due to technological evolutions. With the evolution of mobile devices of the access
technologies and of the services offered, the potential online time increases over time. These
evolutions are considered for several daily activities.
Due to a continued increase of people working from home34, time spent on transportation during
weekdays for segments 2 and 3 will decrease slightly. The freedup time will move to the “free time”
category, as people are expected not to work longer due to this.
As we expect the introduction of selfdriving vehicles in 2030, time spent as a “car driver” will be
gradually transformed into time spent as a “car passenger”. This implies that additional potential
online time is generated from selfdriving vehicle passengers.
Because of new and improved smart home solutions, we believe that household work will be done
more efficient over time.35 Although this is a relatively small efficiency gain, the reduction in time spent
on household work during both weekdays and weekends (across all segments) does result in additional
free time.
Within free time, we see a clear shift from watching TV towards the use of ‘new media’, increasing
substantially the potential online time.
We assume that, in line with historical data36, the percentage of mobile usage (i.e. smartphone) will
continue to grow over time. Segments 3 and 4 currently have a relatively low percentage of mobile
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Overview of all detailed activities: Motus (February 2014), BTUS13_Codeboek.
http://www.motus.vub.ac.be/media/guide/TUS_activitylist.pdf
34 N. Christidis (February 2018), Home Working in Belgium: Benefits and Challenges.
http://blog.mynextcompany.eu/en/homeworkingbelgium
35 Forbes technology Council (January 2018), 14 Predictions For The Future Of Smart Home Technology.
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2018/01/12/14predictionsforthefutureofsmarthome
technology/#317b94932e21
36 Deloitte (2019), Content is king. https://www2.deloitte.com/be/en/pages/technologymediaand
telecommunications/topics/mobileconsumersurvey2019/mediaconsumption.html
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usage compared to PC, laptop and tablet, however, growth of mobile usage is expected to be higher
in these segments due to spillover effects.

All the above combined provided a granular view on daily potential online time per segment on both
weekdays and weekends. Of course, not all potential online time necessarily results in actual online
time. Therefore, based on the results from the user survey, 50% of all potential online time is assumed
as actual online time – which was validated by our available benchmark data.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the focus of the forecasting model is around smartphone usage.
Therefore, actual online time per segment had to be broken down into time spent on PC, laptop, tablet
and on smartphone. The global segmented figures from the Global Web Index37 – which have been
extrapolated to Belgium – enabled to identify per segment the percentage of actual online time spent
by endusers on their smartphone. According to these figures, and in line with expectations, the
younger a segment, the more they use a smartphone within their actual online time compared to PC,
laptop and tablet.
Based on these calculations, the daily mobile connected time38 of each segment both during weekdays
as well the weekend could be computed. For 2019, this resulted in a weighted average daily mobile
connected time of 2 hours 26 minutes 31 seconds. When comparing this to the data acquired from
IMEC (Mobile DNA) and Profacts (User Survey), average daily mobile connected time benchmarks as
follows:

2:34:38

1:53:50

2:26:31

Mobile DNA

User Survey

Model

Figure 10: Comparison Imec and user-survey output

The baseline outcome of our forecasting model is slightly lower compared to the data received from
IMEC, whereas it is higher when looking at the average daily connected time retrieved from our user
survey. However, considering the user survey is limited by the fact that it is selfreported and “what
people say, is not what people do”, the Mobile DNA data – which tracks actual usage – has been
regarded as more trustworthy. As the model is very close to the Mobile DNA results we can consider
that the model is based on realistic usage assumptions.

37

Digital marketing community (2019), Device Flagship Report Q1, 2019 | GlobalWebIndex.
https://www.digitalmarketingcommunity.com/researches/deviceflagshipreport2019/
38 Note that daily mobile connected time refers to daily time spent actively using a smartphone
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The afore mentioned assumptions resulted in the following forecast across our segments:

Average daily mobile connected time
6:00:00
4:48:00
3:36:00
2:24:00
1:12:00
0:00:00

Segment 1

Segment 2

Segment 3

Segment 4

Total weighted average

Figure 11: Evolution of the average daily mobile connected time

The average daily mobile connected time increases with 1h34 min over time towards 4h a day. Within
segment 1 the daily connected time in 2040 is expected to reach 4h52min. With an average yearly
increase of almost 5 min of daily usage, the daily mobile connected time is accelerating its grow in
comparison with the period from 2010 to 2019.

Connected time per service category
To convert connected time to actual data usage, the identification of customer behaviour within their
daily mobile connected time was required. Therefore, we collaborated with IMEC that had this detailed
information available in their Mobile DNA dataset.
IMEC issued a list of the top 90% most used apps (in terms of average connected time) across their
entire data set (N=6350) during 2019. The extensive list of applications has been analysed manually
and mapped to the predefined service categorisation. Because the IMEC database is focussing on
Flanders, the content has been crosschecked with the main mobile data destinations reported by the
mobile operators. When a significant destination has been detected that was not withheld in the IMEC
database this destination has been inserted in the model.

The service categories can be defined as follows:
Social Media: Services which are predominantly focused around users creating and sharing
content or participating in social networking (e.g. Facebook or Instagram).
Browsing: Services which are aimed at users accessing websites and/or information, primarily
in static format (e.g. Google Chrome or HLN).
Messaging: Services which allow users to send personal messages as well as perform VoIP and
video calls (e.g. Whatsapp or Facebook Messenger).
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Video Streaming: Services which are centred around streaming video content and this being
their core activity (e.g. Netflix, YouTube, VRT Nu, Auvio..).
Gaming: Services which allow users to play games on their mobile, ranging from rather simple
games to fully immersive games (e.g. Candy Crush or Pokémon Go).
Maps & Navigation: Services which help users with maps and navigational tasks as well as
track their physical activity (e.g. Waze or Strava).
Email: Services which enable users to both send and receive emails (e.g. Gmail or Outlook).
Audio Streaming: Services which are centred around streaming audio content and this being
their core activity (e.g. Spotify, Google Play Music, iTunes,..).
Cloud Storage: Services which are used to store and/or backup personal files and information
in the cloud (e.g. Google Photos or iCloud).
App Store & Updates: Services which allow users to find and download new apps as well as
update their OS and existing apps (e.g. Google Play Store or App Store).
Offline: Services which do not require any network connectivity and can be used offline at all
times, often native apps (e.g. Calculator or Clock).

Due to the remaining 10% of average connected time consisting out of 32.429 applications, manual
analysis was not feasible within the time constraints. Therefore, IMEC provided an aggregated category
analysis based on a scraping tool which retrieved app categories for the respective apps from the app
store. Based on this, it has been possible to conclude that our mapping of the top 90% would not be
impacted heavily by the remaining 10%.
Based on the above, a weighted average across all segments of the daily mobile connected Time per
service category has been determined. By comparing the output of the model with the mobile DNA
data set as well as data available from OfCom regarding mobile usage39, sanity checks were performed
to validate the weighted average daily mobile connected time per service category. Those sanity
checks turned out to be successful.
Starting from these baseline figures, the following assumptions have been considered to forecast the
percentage of daily mobile connected time per service category:
Due to an increased presence of video40, the percentage of daily mobile connected time for
service categories Browsing and Social Media has been considered to gradually increase over
time.
With the increase of video calling41, the percentage of daily mobile connected time spent on
Messaging services has been assumed to increase over time.
As more and more VR and Cloud gaming (e.g. Google Stadia42) services will be introduced and
adopted, the percentage of daily mobile connected time of Gaming services will increase.
However, only a slight increase has been taken into account as not the entire population is
presumed to be adopting these types of gaming.
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Ofcom (2016), The digital day. https://www.ofcom.org.uk/researchanddata/multisectorresearch/general
communications/digitalday
40 https://www.ericsson.com/en/mobilityreport/reports/november2019/mobiletrafficbyapplicationcategory
41 https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20190117005173/en/VideoCallsFastPopularVoiceCallsReaching
42 https://www.theverge.com/2019/11/18/20970297/googlestadiareviewgamingstreamingcloudpricespecsfeatures
chromepixel
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With Video Streaming services more and more on the rise43, mobile usage of said services is
expected to grow over time. This is also in line with our user survey, which pointed out that
“cordcutting” remains an unfolding trend. Therefore, the percentage of daily mobile
connected time spent on Video Streaming services increases.
As daily mobile connected time is limited to 24 hours (i.e. 100%), all service activity growth
replaces or reduces time spent on other activities.
Based on the above, the forecasted average daily mobile connected time per service category was
computed for each segment during both weekdays as well as weekends (i.e. Saturday and Sunday).
The current weighted44 average daily mobile connected time per service category is set as follows:

Social media
Browsing
Messaging
Video streaming
Gaming
Maps & navigation
Email
Audio streaming
Cloud storage
Appstore & updates
Offline

23,57%
21,96%
13,07%
9,68%
8,42%
5,96%
2,52%
4,02%
0,89%
0,32%
9,59%

Table 4: Current division of connected time per service category

The evolution of the weighted45 average daily mobile connected time per service category is as follows:

43

https://www.grandviewresearch.com/pressrelease/globalvideostreamingmarket
Weights take into account both size of segment as well as weekdays versus weekend.
45 Weights take into account both size of segment as well as weekdays versus weekend.
44
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Figure 12: Evolution of the daily mobile connected time per category

Average throughput per service category
To transform our calculated connected time per service category into actual data usage volume46, the
concept of “average throughput per service category” has been used.
Average throughput can be considered as the average amount of data consumed over a period of time,
which is calculated back to number of megabytes per second (MB/s). This takes into account both
usage behaviour as well as accessed content. To illustrate, when using a video streaming service such
as Netflix, the enduser is not per se continuously streaming video. He or she might be searching for
content to watch, which implies a lowered throughput for a certain time. Additionally, once the video
is buffered – using the maximum capacity – the video will keep playing, while the throughput will no
longer be at its peak. Therefore, the average throughput over time has been considered and calculated
back to per second, in order to be able to link it to our daily mobile connected time.
Of course, not all service platforms in a service category have the same average throughput. This
implies that, besides the average throughput per service platform, the weighted average throughput
within a service category has also been assessed.
To do so, operator data has been leveraged, tracking both the time spent using an app connected to
the network as well as the data volume generated from it. This enabled to compute the average
throughput (MB/s) per service platform. To identify the average throughput of each service category,
all the available service platforms have been mapped and classified within the service categories. The

46

As mentioned above, note that at this stage we are identifying total data usage volume, regardless of the network type (i.e.
WiFi or mobile data).
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generated volume has been compared to the total service category volume as a weight, which resulted
in a weighted average throughput per service category.
Based on this exercise, the baseline for the average throughput has been set for all our service
categories. Evidently, the Offline service category has an average throughput of 0 MB/s and does not
generate data volume. As the baseline throughput is based on actual figures the impact of current
compression technologies is also incorporated in the figures.
The baseline being set, the forecast of the average throughput of each service category could be
executed based on the following assumptions:
Social media, browsing and messaging throughput will increase due to an increase in
percentage of video, video calling and their quality47 over time.
Video streaming throughput will increase due to improvements in video quality48 (SD to HD to
UHD)
Gaming throughput will increase due to increase in VR49 and Cloud50 gaming activity.
Maps & Navigation throughput will slightly increase due to immersive activity51 (e.g. 3D, AR).
Email throughput will increase slightly as a consequence of the growth in number of emails
being sent and received52.
Audio streaming throughput will increase due to more HiRes (lossless) audio quality53.
Cloud storage throughput will increase heavily due to larger files being up and downloaded
from/to smartphones54.
App store & updates will increase only slightly over time due to larger app sizes, as it is already
relatively high from a baseline perspective.
Compression techniques will evolve equally with the higher
The above resulted in the following forecast for average throughput per service category:

47

http://www.streamingmediaglobal.com/Articles/Editorial/FeaturedArticles/TheStateofMobileVideo2019130669.aspx
http://www.streamingmediaglobal.com/Articles/Editorial/FeaturedArticles/TheStateofMobileVideo2019130669.aspx
49 https://www.mushroomnetworks.com/infographics/bandwidthrequirementsforvirtualrealityvrandaugmentedreality
arinfographic/
50 https://www.fiercevideo.com/tech/5gwilldriveacloudgamingexplosionanalystsays
51 https://mobidev.biz/blog/augmentedrealityfuturetrends20182020
52 https://www.statista.com/statistics/456500/dailynumberofemailsworldwide/
53 https://www.theverge.com/2019/9/17/20869526/amazonmusichdlosslessflactierspotifyapple
54 https://www.omrglobal.com/industryreports/personalcloudmarket
48
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Figure 13: Evolution of the average throughput per service category

Total Data Volume
By linking the average throughput per service category with the daily connected time spent per service
category, the computation and forecast the average total data volume per enduser has been
calculated for each segment across weekdays, Saturdays and Sundays. By combining this with the
number of endusers per segment, the total yearly data volume per segment has been forecasted.
However, this is still total data volume generated by smartphones, regardless of the network type (i.e.
WiFi or Mobile Data). The next chapter explains how the ratio WiFi versus Mobile Data has been
computed.

Fixed Offload
Starting from the principle that 100% of all smartphones have the possibility to connect to both a Fixed
network (i.e. WiFi) as well as a mobile data network, the next step was to identify the percentage of
Fixed Offload.
Fixed Offload is considered as the potential mobile cellular data traffic which is replaced by endusers
on a cellular enabled device by using a fixed connection instead (e.g. WiFi at home).
To improve the view on Fixed Offload in the Belgian context, the topic has been included in the user
survey and permitted to identify a percentage of Fixed Offload per segment:
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Figure 14: Offload per segment and weighted average


Depending on the segment the Fixed Offload percentages variate slightly. Overall a weighted average
of 74,01% has been identified. When comparing this number to international figures55, Fixed Offload
in Belgium is relatively high.

Figure 15: Offload level benchmark

55

https://www.emarketer.com/chart/221131/averagemobiledatausageviawifivsnetworkamongmobileusersselect
countriesmay2018gigabytes
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This can be explained due to the fact that endusers perceive mobile data usage as being highly
expensive – as concluded in our user survey. Therefore, contrary to Cisco’s study56, we believe that
Fixed Offload in Belgium is already at its maximum and will not increase over time. We assume,
however, that it will not decrease either due to the following reasons:
The introduction of a lower price per GB and true57 unlimited data plans will change enduser
behaviour. However, we assume that apps will by default still offload as much as possible via
WiFi in the background. Additionally, we believe that with the introduction of 5G and true
unlimited data plans, operators will push for Seamless Offload58.
Although outofhome usage might increase over time, based on historical data received from
BIPT we can assume that WiFi penetration is also still rising, offsetting the impact on Fixed
Offload.
With 5G comes improved cellular network quality and a potential preference for mobile data.
However, with the continued rollout of FibertotheHome (FTTH) and the upcoming
introduction of WiFi 6.059, Fixed broadband will also drastically improve and provide higher
reliability as well as speed. This combined with the aforementioned concept of Seamless
Offload, we believe that the improved cellular network quality will not impact Fixed Offload.
Based on the above rationale, Fixed Offload is not expected to increase nor decrease over time.

Figure 16: Factors influencing offload level

56

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/serviceprovider/visualnetworkingindexvni/whitepaperc11
738429.html#eotdocwrapper
57 As unlimited data plans today are still capped at around 20GB and data speeds are throttled afterwards, we do not consider
this as being “truly” unlimited.
58 https://www.tessares.net/seamlesshandovermaximisingmobiledataoffloadtowifihotspotsoutsidehome/
59 https://www.howtogeek.com/368332/wifi6what%E2%80%99sdifferentandwhyitmatters/
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Implementing the Fixed Offload figure in the model, results in a baseline for the total weighted average
AUPU60 of 3,32 GB per month as well as the following forecast – reaching 10,57 GB per month in 2030
and 22,27 GB per month in 2040:

Mobile Data AUPU / month (GB)
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Figure 17: Evolution of the mobile date AUPU per month and per segment

Mobile Substitution
On top of the “standard” mobile data usage, an analysis has been carried out on additional mobile data
usage being generated by individuals, primarily in the form of Mobile Substitution.
Mobile Substitution is the potential fixed data traffic which is replaced by endusers using a mobile
cellular connection instead (e.g. xDSL replaced with 5G).
The two key categories which arose were the following:
Fixed Wireless Access (FWA): The process of providing wireless broadband using radio links
between two fixed points. In other words, fixed wireless is an alternate method of providing
wireless internet access to homes or businesses while eliminating the need for physical
connections.
Voice over LTE (VoLTE): Voice traffic which is handled via and considered as mobile data traffic.
This approach results in the voice service being delivered as data flows, with no dependency
on (or ultimately, requirement for) the legacy circuitswitched voice network to be maintained.
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Fixed Wireless Access
Although operators are already experimenting with concepts such as Telenet with Tadaam61, the
current FWA volumes are still neglectable. Therefore, from a baseline perspective, the volume of FWA
is set at 0 GB. However, with the rise of 5G, operators are expected to gradually but limited push for
FWA. The reason for considering the growth of FWA as neglectable today and only gradual in the next
years is twofold:
Operators are currently still rolling out FibertotheHome (FTTH) and this will most likely still
take several years to be completed. To remain competitive, operators are expected to offer
5G FWA as an alternative for people who are looking for increased internet speeds.
For homes which are remotely located – primarily in the south of Belgium – and which require
high investment costs to reach with FTTH, it has been presumed that operators will offer 5G
FWA as an alternative to avoid this cost.
The mobile data volume generated from FWA has been determined as a substitution percentage of
Fixed Residential Broadband traffic. The volume is assumed to continue growing at a steady rate of
3,53% yearonyear, based on historical data. With the rise of 5G, we assume that FWA will gradually
increase to 5% of total Fixed Residential Broadband traffic by 2029. A 5% maximum is set due to several
sources stating that FWA penetration in Western Europe62 and in Belgium will remain relatively low as
Fixed penetration as well as population density is quite high – therefore, facilitating an easier FTTH
rollout compared to other countries.

VoLTE
Based on input from BIPT, it was established that the amount of VoLTE traffic today is still neglectable
and has therefore been baselined at 0 GB. However, all Voice traffic is expected to move to VoLTE over
time. The computation and forecast of the total amount of voicecapable handsets (i.e. smartphones
and feature phones) has been detailed earlier. Similarly, the total amount of Voice minutes per year
has been calculated based on average minutes per handset user (i.e. 1632,81 minutes; input received
from BIPT). VoLTE has been presumed to be introduced in 2020 and, as a percentage of traditional
Voice traffic, will gradually increase – reaching 100% of Voice traffic by 2036. The generated mobile
data volumes are very low for VoLTE as its average throughput equals to 0,0025 MB/s (input received
from BIPT). However, VoLTE has been taken into account within the model due to its impact on
revenue arising from its potentially high markup in terms of pricing, what will be explained later in
this document.

Total Mobile Substitution
Based on the above, we were able to forecast total Mobile Substitution over the next 20 years:
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Figure 18: Evolution of the mobile substitution volume

Total Individuals’ Mobile Data Volume
When aggregating both “standard” Individuals’ Mobile Data Volume and Mobile Substitution, the
resulting forecast for Individuals looks as follows:
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Figure 19: Evolution of the total mobile data volume per service
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From a baselining perspective for 2019, the resulting mobile data volume per service of the model is
in line with the sanity check performed on the data received from the operators, which validates the
baseline. This is highly important, considering the service categories are used to identify the
percentage of Media within Mobile Data Volume.
The aggregated Individuals’ Mobile Data Volume forecast starts from a baseline figure of 323 million
GB, rising all the way up to 3.351 million GB by 2040.

Figure 20: Evolution of the aggregated individuals’ mobile data volume forecast

Based on the above forecast, it can be concluded that Individuals’ Mobile Data Volume will steadily
grow over time reaching tenfold of current mobile data volumes. This is, however, only for Individuals
and is not yet taking into account Objects’ Mobile Data Volume – which will be discussed in the next
chapter.
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Objects
Overview
In order to make a clear distinction between mobile data usage between individuals, objects and
mobile versus other connectivity means, Mobile Data Volume of Objects has been defined as follows:
“Mobile Data traffic generated by objects (incl. both upand download) via means of an M2M
or IoT subscription, using the Belgian licensed spectrum. International objects roaming in
Belgium are included, while Belgian objects abroad are excluded.”

Methodology
For the Objects’ component, a different approach has been taken compared to the Individuals’
component as Objects is still in its infancy. Therefore, to develop this component, the most interesting
verticals and future use cases have been identified.
The research has started by identifying the current amount of M2M objects and its Mobile Data
Volume for the Belgium market, based on the different annual operator reports63,64. Next, an estimated
total Mobile Data Volume has been calculated for those objects. Other current Mobile Data Volume
through objects has been identified based on market research and interviews carried out with different
industry experts65. Overall, we have identified that the Mobile Data Volume is rather limited today for
objects as both the number of objects and the average throughput is low.
Finally, based on the M2M generated data volume that has been provided by BIPT in 2018, a sanity
check on the baseline value has been applied. All those different inputs allowed to establish realistic
assumptions for the baseline.

Identified use cases and verticals
As a first step to shape the model, all the different use cases have been investigated through desk
research and interviews with experts on the topic. Once all the use cases were listed, use cases have
been clustered and defined under one or multiple verticals. In total more than 100 use cases have been
analysed.
This exercise resulted in the identification of the following verticals for connected objects:
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1) Automotive : The Automotive vertical covers cellular enabled cars, trucks and all related smart
digital hardware and software used in those cars and trucks to enable technologies such as
telematics, safety, invehicle infotainment within the car.
2) Energy and utilities: The Energy and utilities vertical includes the digitalization of all
production, transportation, distribution and storage of electricity, water and gas. It covers
software (e.g. systems for monitoring and analysis of grids and pipelines) and hardware (e.g.
smart meters, outlets) used by the firms and managed infrastructure (e.g. smart grids).
3) Manufacturing and Warehouses: The Manufacturing and Warehouses vertical includes
digitalization of hardware (such as robots, machinery and other equipment) within a factory
and warehouse as well as for the manufacturing supply chain, all related logistic processes and
to/from adjacent suppliers/customers. It also includes smart software, user applications and
IT systems used by manufacturing firms and specific smart devices used for manufacturing
applications (such as 3D printing). All forms of manufacturing players are included (high tech,
basic consumer goods, etc.)
4) Smart Cities: The Smart Cities vertical covers all related safety and security systems and
applications in public settings and smart cities covering surveillance and monitoring, id
management, cybersecurity and other hazard detection / prevention applications.
5) Transportation: The Transportation vertical includes all related digitalization applications used
in public transport modes (trains, buses, trams) including vehicle telematics, safety, tracking
applications and tools for managing traffic and communication. It also includes systems and
devices for commuter usage (e.g. information services, ticketing, fare collection system) and
the safety and security systems and applications that are being used in transportation settings
(e.g. smart security cameras).
6) Broadcasting and Entertainment: The Broadcasting and Entertainment vertical covers the
digitalization of the entertainment industry. This includes the objects (mainly cameras) that
are being used in sport infrastructures or by companies who enable the production of live
broadcasting. It also covers applications and systems in advertising such as smart billboards.
7) Agriculture: The Agriculture vertical includes everything digitalized related to cultivation,
breeding and managing on a farm. This implies devices focused on field monitoring and
mapping conditions in the farm and its surroundings. It also contains applications for livestock
monitoring.
8) Logistics: The Logistics vertical includes the digitalization of fleet management tracking, goods
transportation tracking and monitoring of logistic operations to provide more visibility within
transportation and associated logistic processes such as shipping, dispatching and picking. This
includes all sensors, applications and hardware that contribute to the overall operating
efficiency of logistic tasks.
9) Healthcare: The Healthcare vertical encompasses digitalization of hospitals and private
healthcare providers and related patient health applications. This includes specific applications
for patients and consumers (such as precision medicine, smart beds and fitness trackers), user
applications and systems within the hospitals (such as telesurgery and applications for the
connected ambulance) and systems for managing medical data and analytics (such as
electronic health records and clinical support systems).
10) Data Transport: The Data transport vertical covers the conveyance of data between systems
as main line or as backup line. Currently this transport is handled mainly via fixed lines, except
for some backup lines with reduced bandwidth needs. This vertical includes also the temporary
lines that are installed for a limited time period to support events or ad hoc needs.
11) Retail: The Retail vertical encompass digitalization for retailers that drives value in the form of
enhanced customer experience, operational efficiency and promotion offers. This includes
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smart instore devices such as smart scanners, virtual shopping, smart personalized offerings
and systems for automating the daily operations such as automatic shelf management and
applications based on big data and analytics.
12) Home: The Home vertical covers digitalization of home automation, security, communication,
entertainment and healthcare. This includes apps, devices, sensors, tools and platforms that
enable the household inhabitants and individuals to improve their personal life experiences,
to control and monitor the home remotely as well as within.
13) Financial Services: The Financial Services vertical covers digitalization of banking, investment
services and insurance businesses. This covers IT systems, software’s and applications used
within and between the firms and the customers such as digital wallets, mobile trading,
customer spending analytics and cloud solutions.
It is important to note that only use cases have been retained that already exist today or have a high
likelihood to be implemented in the near future. The outcome of this exercise has been determined
through extensive market research, Capgemini studies and interviews carried out with different
industry experts which will be elaborated on in each section per vertical. Use cases which are today
too hypothetical and/or where there is very limited or no research available have not been taken into
account in the model.

Figure 21: Identification of verticals and use cases for Objects' approach

For each use case an assessment has been performed to identify through which mean the Data Volume
has been generated, either through 1) cellular, 2) other connectivity technologies (e.g. WiFi, LPWAN)
or 3) both.
Use cases where Data Volume would exclusively happen through other connectivity technology have
been excluded from the model. All the other use cases, based partly or completely on cellular
technology have been incorporated in the Objects’ model, with the exception of these cases where
data conveyance is likely to happen through a personal device rather than the object itself (e.g.
wearables that are linked to the mobile device). In the latter case, the generated data are already
included in the Individuals’ model and therefore not included in the Objects’ model, to avoid double
counting.
The verticals ‘Home’ and ‘Financial Services’ have been excluded as those didn’t fall under the
requirements as described above. The conveyance of these data will either happen through other
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connectivity technology or in case of mobile data usage via a smartphone. In the latter case, it means
that it has been included in the Individuals’ model instead.
On the remaining verticals and use cases, an assessment has been executed to identify the magnitude
of each use case. For each use case, the following 3 elements have been determined:
1) Categorization of the average Data Volume of a use case based on the application
2) Determination per use case if the Data Volume is periodic or aperiodic
3) Definition on a use case level if the Data Volume is deterministic or nondeterministic at any
given moment
The generated volume of the use case depends mainly on the applications (video, data transport,
sensors and steering) or a combination of applications and the number of connected objects using
these applications.
This assessment has resulted in the following vertical and application mapping:

Figure 22: Use case assessment on data usage and connected objects

The Data Volume is mainly impacted by the used application. Sensors will generate rather a limited
amount of data followed by control & steering. Data transport and especially video will generate the
biggest amount of data usage per connected object.

Volume results
In order to identify the Data Volume per use case or the volume for a cluster of use cases, the number
of connected objects and the average throughput per use case or cluster has been computed. Beside
those two factors, the cellular adoption rate has also an impact on the Mobile Data Volume. For certain
use cases a combination of connectivity technologies could be put in place. This is mainly the case for
verticals where other connectivity technologies are already present. In those cases, a gradual year
overyear uptake of cellular connectivity has been foreseen. As already mentioned above, use cases
where objects are solely connected through other connectivity technologies have not been
considered.
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The approach and detailed explanation per vertical are provided hereunder.

Automotive
For the Automotive vertical, the main parameters to determine the generated total data are the
number of connected vehicles and the average throughput for those connected vehicles.


The number of connected vehicles has been determined based on the following:
o The number of cars on the road in Belgium, measured on the 1st of August 201966;
o The number of trucks on the road in Belgium, measured on the 1st of August 201867;
o Other transportation means such as public transportation, buses have been
considered in the Transportation vertical and are not included in the Automotive
vertical;
o The growth of vehicles has been calculated based on historical growth rates;
o The percentage of connected cars today and in the coming years. According to a
Capgemini Invent study68, about 8% of the cars were connected on a worldwide level
in 2018 and a strong growth is expected in the coming years. In 2023, it is expected
that 24,2% of the cars will be connected. The YOY growth rates for both trucks and
cars have been calculated based upon those numbers as well.



To compute the average Data Volume per vehicle per year, the following elements have been
taken into consideration:
o The Mobile Data volume that is generated today in connected cars and trucks is rather
limited;
o The amount of time spent in cars as defined in the Individuals model and the amount
of time spent in trucks69;
o In the coming years, a lot of data will be generated in the vehicles, but not all data will
be up or downloaded to/from the cloud. Following elements are influencing the
model:
1) A part of the data will retain in the car as there will follow immediate actions
from the car without any need to upload and/ or analyse that data in the
cloud70;
2) Another part will require upload but this will not happen through the vehicle
as such and therefore it has not been considered in the Objects part (e.g.
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vehicle infotainment where data upload and download has been considered in
the Individuals’ part in order to avoid double counting in the model);
3) Certain data in the Automotive and Transportation vertical will not be
transferred via the cellular enabled network but via other means such as the
ITS (Intelligent Transportation System) standard. Those standards are based
on open, nonproprietary technology and exists within technologies deployed
under the ARCIT framework and make it easier to develop and deploy
regionally integrated transportation systems71.


In 2030, the full selfdriving capability is expected to hit the European market72. The arrival of
AGV (Automated Guided Vehicle) will have an important impact on the average data
consumption for the Automotive and Transportation vertical. It requires much more
communication to the cloud and not only to the vehicle manufacturer or third party vendors
but also towards other vehicles, the infrastructure and other road users. It is important to note
that not all cars will have the full selfdriving capability by 2030. Most cars and trucks will be
connected by then but only a very small minority will have the full AGV capability. It will
however gradually increase in the years after. This tradeoff between full AGV and connected
cars has been reflected in the model via the average Mobile Data Volume.

This resulted in the following Mobile Data Volume for Automotive:

Mobile Data Volume Automotive (in Millions, GB)
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Figure 23: Evolution of the total Mobile Data Volume generated by Automotive

Overall there is a rather limited Mobile Data Volume baseline for 2020, less than 545.000 GB, due to
the limited number of connected cars and trucks with a very low average Mobile Data Volume. In 2040,
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2000 million GB are expected to be consumed through the Automotive vertical which implicates a
CAGR (compound annual growth rate) of 51% over the given period.

Manufacturing & Warehouses
For the Manufacturing and Warehouses vertical, there are endless use cases. On top, within each use
case we found differences based on the specific need for a particular industry and/ or company73.
Therefore, in order to obtain a helicopter view on this vertical, an approach that defines the average
amount of connected objects for a factory or warehouse has been adopted.
The number of connected objects in factories and warehouses has been calculated based on the total
number of factories and the warehouses available in Belgium74. In parallel, the current percentage of
smart production factories75 has been investigated as well as the yearoveryear growth of smart
production plant and warehouses. Also, the average size of production plants and warehouses and the
number of connected objects per m² today and expected in the years to come have been
investigated76. This provided the data to forecast the number of connected objects per production
plant and warehouse.
For the average throughput per connected object per year, an average has been computed based on
the different identified use cases and their data volume.
In addition, in order to assess the obtained volumes and evolution, we analysed the requirements put
forward by companies using other connectivity technologies (WiFi, LPWAN, etc.) and the evolution of
these technologies versus the future cellular enabled technology.

Based on the above, the total Mobile Data Volume for Manufacturing and Warehouses has been
forecasted over the next 20 years as follow:
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Figure 24: Evolution of the total Mobile Data Volume generated by Manufacturing & Warehouses

Summarized, for Manufacturing & Warehouses a very small Mobile Data Volume in 2020 is expected,
namely 95.000 GB. Based on a 5G crossindustry study conducted in Belgium by Capgemini77, all
interviewees indicated that 5G has critical benefits compared to previous network generations.
However, given the unclear situation in Belgium, they didn’t have 5G on their roadmap yet and didn’t
plan to do so soon. Therefore, those companies are currently using alternative solutions (e.g. WiFi).
At the same time, there are big expectations from this vertical towards 5G and the benefits that it will
bring, therefor an expected growth with a CAGR of 67,9% in 2040 to 3 billion GB is being expected.

Smart Cities
Through the assessment of the different use cases, we’ve identified that the Smart Cities vertical will
be mainly driven by the number of connected sensors and smart cameras. The data throughput of
those will variate a lot as explained in figure 21.
To determine the number of smart cameras, it is important to note that all camera surveillance has
been considered. Hereby cameras linked to shopping malls, airports, etc. have been analysed. Objects
linked to private buildings are not considered as these are, if relevant, included in other verticals such
as Manufacturing.
Therefore, the number of places where cameras have been installed78 has been multiplied by the
average number of cameras per location. It is important to mention that still a part of the connected
cameras will remain connected through traditional network technologies. Indeed, in certain areas,
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traditional network connectivity will remain available for devices for which the mobile aspect is not a
necessity.
The data volume of connected cameras in public places will be on the higher side as upload to the
cloud is expected to happen on a continuous basis. The average upload speed for 2019 has been
defined based on the recommended upload speed for a resolution of 720 pixels79. An evolution has
also been foreseen with regards to the upload speed given the fact that video upload quality will
further improve to enable important features related to security (e.g. face recognition).
Other connected devices in Smart Cities are sensors. The data from those sensors will need to be
uploaded to the cloud and analysed in order to take appropriate action (e.g. waste management,
parking capacity, traffic management, etc.). Sensors are expected to increase drastically over the
common years in order to further facilitate city management. As most sensors have a low throughput,
the Data Volume generated via sensors is on the low side.
Based on the above, the total Mobile Data Volume for Smart Cities has been forecasted till 2040:
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Figure 25: Evolution of the total Mobile Data Volume generated by Smart Cities

For Smart Cities a total Mobile Data Volume of 1,1 million GB is expected in 2020 and is expected to
grow with a CAGR of 49% to 3,1 million GB in 2040.

Data Transport
The data conveyance of companies is currently for the vast majority ensured by fixed network
technology. Also, for backup lines, most lines are based on the fixed network, consisting in most cases
of lines with a lower QoS and bandwidth such as VDSL or cable TV lines. A small percentage is already
using 4G connectivity as backup lines to ensure business continuity in case of a network failure. The
limitation of 4G as backup line is due to low bandwidths, difficult inhouse connection, high latency,
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limited QoS, etc . and will be resolved with 5G. As market conditions for 5G will improve, 5G has the
potential to become the standard solution for backup connectivity enabling cost reduction on inhouse
wiring and cable introductions and an increase in flexibility. The fixed network will certainly remain the
basis for most of the networks, but the mobile data conveyance certainly will be able to replace
temporary leased lines and some lines that are difficult to be installed resulting in high onetime
installation costs.
The total Mobile Data Volume for Data Transport till 2040 has been forecasted as follow:
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Figure 26: Evolution of the total Mobile Data Volume generated by Data Transport

By assuming a declining price per GB, this application of licensed spectrum is expected to convey 536
million GB in 2040.

Transportation
Connected vehicles such as cars and trucks have already been covered in the Automotive vertical. For
the Transportation vertical, we focus on other vehicle means such as private buses, public
transportation and drones.
The total number of connected private buses has been investigated by looking at the total number of
buses measured on the road in 2018 in Belgium80 deducted by the amount of public buses.
The total amount of rolling stock for public transportation has been qualified based on the publicly
available figures from MIVB81, TEC82, De Lijn83 and NMBS84. Based on that total amount of public
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transportation vehicles, a usage rate of those vehicles has been applied to define the total amount of
public transportation vehicles that are on the road daily.
For each of those vehicles, an average time per vehicle has been calculated to estimate how much
time each vehicle spends on the road per day.
In terms of Mobile Data Volume, the same average data throughput has been applied for private
buses as in the Automotive vertical while a difference has been identified for public transportation
due to other features for those connected objects (e.g. camera surveillance, ticketing services, etc.).
All those elements have been taken into consideration in order to define the average Mobile Data
Volume for public transportation.
For drones, the total amount of registered flights in 2018 has been used as a base85. The average
time spend per flight has been determined, a parameter limited by the battery autonomy. A year
overyear growth rate has been applied on both parameters given the fact that a lot of new drone
applications are expected in the future86 and due to technology improvements, the average battery
life of drones will increase.
For the average throughput of drones, the combination of camera and sensor throughput that would
be required has been determined for today87. A yearoveryear growth rate has also been applied
given the fact that new technologies will require higher Mbps and 5G will enable higher upload
speed.
Base on the above, the total Mobile Data Volume till 2040 for the Transportation vertical has been
forecasted as follow:
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Figure 27: Evolution of the total Mobile Data Volume generated by Transportation
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With a CAGR of 28%, the total Mobile Data Volume for the Transportation vertical is expected to
grow to 394 million GB by 2040.

Broadcasting & Entertainment
The Broadcasting and Entertainment vertical has been defined by out of home advertising,
connected cameras in sport infrastructures and video transport for television or other purposes
which will be discussed now in detail.
1) Billboards
It’s expected that more and more billboards will be connected via a cellular network in order to
automatically update commercials from a distance.
To calculate the total amount of connected billboards, the total amount of billboards has been
examined based on the public data available from the main billboard providers in Belgium88,89.
Considering the yearoveryear growth of billboards and the fact that not only billboards but also
other commercial displays will be connected to the network, the yearoveryear growth for the
coming years has been extrapolated.
The average Mobile Data Volume that is consumed today on a monthly per billboard has been
determined. In addition, the improving quality of the technology has been taken into account in the
model, as this will have an impact on the evolution of the average Mobile Data Volume for this use
case.

2) Connected cameras at sport infrastructure
For the Broadcasting and Entertainment vertical, cameras used in sport infrastructures have also
been identified and modelled90.Those cameras will allow video recording for different purposes,
ranging from sport scouting, allowing friends and family watch sports game from a distance, to video
recording for security purposes. The number of cameras has been determined by investigating the
total number of sport infrastructures in Belgium and multiplying it with the average amount of
cameras placed in sport infrastructures. Once the total amount of cameras has been defined, a
cellular enabled ratio has been applied as not all cameras will be connected through the network as
some might use other connectivity technologies.
The average throughput speed for 2019 has been defined based on the recommended upload speed
for a resolution of 720 pixels91. A yearoveryear growth rate has also been foreseen given the fact
that video upload quality will further improve.
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3) Video transport
As a first step, the number of cameras that are currently being used for broadcasting purposes by the
different media houses in Belgium (e.g. RTBF, VRT, etc.) has been identified for video transport.92 It
has been assumed that there will be international broadcasters coming to Belgium and using cellular
data in Belgium and Belgian broadcasters going abroad, using cellular data abroad. Therefore, the
cellular data consumption by the international broadcasters has not been included as it will level out
the cellular data usage by Belgian broadcasters abroad. Additionally, all broadcast cameras are not
presumed to be currently connected through the network, so here again, a cellular yearoveryear
growth rate has been applied.
As the quality of the recorded video will be on the high side, a high average Data Volume has been
applied accordingly. The average recording time per day has also been taken into account in order to
define the usage time per broadcast camera knowing that even when a camera is cellular enabled
not all recorded time will automatically be uploaded via cellular technology. Indeed, it could be that
certain recordings are stored on the device itself and transferred via other technologies at a later
moment.
The total Mobile Data Volume for Broadcasting and Entertainment has been forecasted till 2040 as
follow:
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Figure 28: Evolution of the total Mobile Data Volume generated by Broadcasting and Entertainment

With a CAGR of 43%, the Broadcasting and Entertainment vertical is expected to generate a Mobile
Data Volume of 664 million GB in 2040.

Healthcare
In the Healthcare industry there are quite some use cases for connected objects but there are two
important comments to make regarding those. First, most use cases are still expected to use other
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Vlaamse Regulator voor de Media (2019), ‘Rapport Mediaconcentratie 2019’.
http://vlaamseregulatormedia.be/sites/default/files/pdfversions/mediaconcentratierapport_2019_zonder_afloop.pdf
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(fixed) connectivity technologies instead of cellular technology. Therefore, those use cases are not
discussed in the Objects part. Secondly, for certain use cases Mobile Data consumption is not expected
to happen through the connected object itself (e.g. health trackers, etc.) but will happen directly
through a personal device instead. Again, those use cases are not discussed in the Objects part but are
included in the Individuals’ model.
Therefore, when looking at the Healthcare vertical, it’s important to understand that only use cases
where the mobility factor is important and where connectivity through WiFi is not feasible have been
considered. Cellular data is therefore important for telemedicine where information can already be
shared and doctors and nurses can be supported from a distance before the patient arrives in the
hospital.
In order to calculate the cellular data usage of this use case, the total amount of interventions
performed in Belgium on a yearly basis have been investigated93. Based on that number, the yearover
year growth of cellular enabled interventions has been calculated.
The average throughput of a cellular enabled intervention has been determined based on an interview
with MCS.
Based on the above, the total Mobile Data Volume for Healthcare has been forecasted as follow:
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Figure 29: Evolution of the total Mobile Data Volume generated by Healthcare
By 2040, a total Mobile Data Volume of 43 million GB has been forecasted for Healthcare through a
CAGR of 49%.
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Federale OverheidsDienst Volksgezondheid, Veiligheid Van de Voedselketen en Leefmilieu (2018), ‘Jaarrapport MUG’.
https://www.health.belgium.be/sites/default/files/uploads/fields/fpshealth_theme_file/smuregsmuregnationaaljaarlijks
rapport2017nl.pdf
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Other industries
The other industries have been grouped together as the total Mobile Data volume has resulted in a
low outcome compared to the above described industries given the very low average throughput for
those verticals.
Logistics
From a logistics point of view, we’ve identified that the total amount of track and trace objects is
already high while the average Mobile Data Volume is very low given that sensorbased applications
generate very small data packages. A yearoveryear growth for the number of connected objects has
been applied.
Therefore, a rather low Mobile Data Volume for this vertical has been forecasted. Over a 20year
period with a CAGR of 8%, the total Mobile Data Volume will grow to 44.000 GB in 2040.

Retail
Based on interviews that have been conducted with different retailers94, a rather limited amount of
use cases that would use cellular data for the Retail vertical has been identified. For indoor usage other
connectivity means would still be preferred as use cases are less critical and WiFi could still provide
the answer regarding the mobility factor.
5G would still be an enabler to establish more reliable cellular enabled payments and has been
identified as a good use case for this vertical. Current cellular network technologies experience
network overload during peak season (e.g. Christmas) and WiFi doesn’t always offer the stability that
is needed during a payment transaction.
To determine the total Mobile Data Volume of this use case, the total amount of point of sale terminal
transactions95,96 in Belgium has been identified and the expected yearoveryear growth has been
calculated based on historical figures given the fact that less cash payments will happen in the future.
The Data Volume that is generated through a mobile payment is neglectable when you compare it to
video surveillance for instance, which explains why the total Data Volume is very low compared to the
other verticals.
Consequently, the Mobile Data Volume is estimated at 6.254 GB in 2040 for the Retail vertical, which
is the lowest compared to all the other verticals.

Agriculture
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Capgemini Invent Belgium & Agoria (November 2019), ‘Time to connect Belgium with 5G, an exhaustive industrial study
reveals roadblocks and opportunities’.
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De Best, R. (2019), ‘Total Number of POS terminals in Belgium from 2014 to 2018’.
https://www.statista.com/statistics/444522/numberofposterminalsbelgium/
96 De Best, R. (2019), ‘Number of payments per capita with cards in Belgium, Luxembourg and the Netherlands (Benelux) from
2010 to 2018’. https://www.statista.com/statistics/606080/numberofcardpaymentspercapitainthebeneluxbycountry/
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For the agriculture vertical, use cases have been identified that will require cellular data usage, i.e.
livestock tracking, building monitoring and crop tracking.
1) For building monitoring, we identified the total amount of registered farms in Belgium and an
average number of sensors per farm97.
2) For crop tracking, the total amount of agriculture land in Belgium for crops has been identified
and the number of nodes that would be necessary to cover one hectare of land98. It could be
that multiple sensors are used on one piece of land or that less sensors would be used as
complete coverage might not be necessary to track the state of crops, therefore an average
number has been applied.
3) In order to calculate the total amount of connected livestock, the total amount of cattle99 in
2019 has been identified. Hereby, the assumption has been taken that not all type of animals
will be tracked given the limited added value that it would provide.
For all those use cases, a yearoveryear growth rate has been applied based on available historical
data and a cellular adoption rate as certain farmers might still decide not to use IoT and/or use other
connectivity technologies instead. The average throughput of the connected objects is rather limited
given the fact that the use cases are mainly sensorbased.
Therefore, the Mobile Data Volume for this vertical has been estimated to 110.000 GB in 2040.

Energy and Utilities
In this approach, the number of smart meters that will be installed has been investigated:




It has been identified that operators currently start to roll out smart meters in Belgium in
partnership with energy providers100 101. We assume that other energy providers in Belgium
will take the same approach. The assumption that the same initiative will happen for water
has been rejected as other technologies might be used instead. The reason behind this
assumption lies in the fact that quite some meters are situated underground which will not
deliver the expected qualitative measurement results via cellular technology.
In addition to the smart meter roll out plans of the operators, the total amount of residential
units, commercial and other buildings in Belgium has been identified102, in order to identify
the number of connected meters that will be installed beyond 2025. A yearoveryear growth
rate of those buildings has been extrapolated based on the available historical data .

The average Mobile Data Volume is estimated to stay rather on the low side given the fact that
measurements will occur at a maximum every 15 minutes. On top of that, data throughput for sensors
are the lowest as depicted in figure 21.
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Summarized, a Mobile Data Volume of 423.000 GB in 2040 has been forecasted for Energy and Utilities.

Based on the above, the forecasted Mobile Data Volume for Logistics, Energy and Utilities, Retail and
Agriculture has been forecasted as follow:
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Figure 30: Evolution of the mobile data volume generated by Logistics, Energy and Utilities, Retail and
Agriculture

With a CAGR of 12% a total Mobile Data Volume of 583.000 GB is expected in 2040 for those verticals.

Total Objects’ Mobile Data Volume
When aggregating the Mobile Data Volume of all the different verticals, the forecast for Objects till
2040 looks as follow:
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Figure 31: Evolution of the total data volume generated by objects

The aggregated Mobile Data Volume generated for Objects starts from an initial figure of 6.1 million
GB, rising all the way up to 9,8 billion GB in 2040 with a CAGR of 45%. In the forecast, we have
translated the international context, in which use cases are mostly investigated, to the Belgian
situation considering a 5G deployment as of 2022. In general, we have opted for a conservative
approach when forecasting the takeup of use cases as not all features of 5G will be available at the
beginning of the commercial launch of 5G.
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Aggregated Results
The aggregated total Mobile Data Volume forecasted by the model results in the following volume per
year:

Figure 32: Aggregated total mobile data volume forecast for objects and individuals

The Total Mobile Data Volume grows over 20 years from 327 mio GB to more than 13 billion GB. The
Mobile Data Volume of Objects will overtake Individuals’ in 2029 and increases rapidly over time, Over
the period from 20192040 the weighted average of mobile data volume generated in the Individuals
part is 34% versus 64% for the Objects part.
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6. REVENUE
To determine the revenues generated by the Individual and the Object model a different approach has
been developed a market and pricing dynamics are different and are expected to have varying
evolutions.

Individuals
Overview

Figure 33: Computation of total individual mobile revenue- Flowchart

The relevant tariff has to be linked to the different identified types of Mobile Data Volume. A top
downapproach, to determine an average price per GB, has been applied to deal with the complexity
of Mobile Revenue. Current pricing schemes are a mixture of data, voice, SMS, TV,… and consist of
package deals, freeofcharge apps, unlimited tariff plans,…. . All these elements need to be filtered
out to come to the mobile data tariff.
A key assumption in this context is that total mobile revenue (excluding Fixed Wireless Access) will
remain constant over time. It is also important to note that, due to its current importance, mobile
voice and SMS revenue is also included in the model. Hereafter, the logic behind this is explained in
more detail.

Mobile Data tariffs
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6.1.2.1 Standard Mobile Data tariff and revenue
To link the relevant Mobile Data Volumes to Revenue, the model incorporates a standard price per
gigabyte (GB). Historical data on the 3 MNOs (provided by BIPT) allowed to calculate the current price
per GB. The logic behind standard price per GB can be found below:

Figure 34: Computation standard mobile data tariff - Flowchart

As 45% of mobile revenue was generated by mobile data (for usage as defined in the Individual model)
in 2018, the mobile data revenue of each operator for all market segments was identified. Dividing this
by the total mobile data volume of each operator, enabled to extrapolate an average price per GB per
MNO. With the percentage of total mobile data volume per operator in mind, the weighted average
price per GB for Standard Mobile Data was calculated. Based on historical data, the price reduction per
GB was extrapolated, resulting in the baseline figure for 2019: €5,47 per GB.
Following the trend of the last few years, the standard price per GB is expected to continue to decrease
over time. We do not see a potential increase of the tariff (or a stabilisation) as the current mobile
data tariffs are perceived as high by the users. Overthetop players (OTT) are also addressing the same
(limited) budget of the endusers to offer, amongst others, access to ondemand audio and video
streaming services. In addition, a potential markup for 5G features will in first instance be absorbed
by the equipment providers who at this moment are asking an additional €200 for 5G enabled devices.
We expect in the next years that the operators will mitigate between pricing and volume to obtain a
stable average revenue per user (ARPU). In a later phase additional quality and service packages will
be leveraged to compensate for the fact that mobile data will become a commodity. This assumption
is also supported by other studies103.
Over a period of 20 years we expect that the Standard Mobile Data tariff for endusers will go down
from €5,47/GB to €1/GB.

6.1.2.2 Mobile Voice & SMS Revenue
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With the rise of mobile data, the importance of mobile voice and SMS revenue within the Total Mobile
revenue is decreasing year over year. Based on operator figures, we established a baseline with voice
and SMS revenues representing 52% of Total Mobile Revenues.
Considering the increased substitution by OTT messaging apps (i.e. via mobile or fixed broadband) as
well as the introduction of VoLTE, the percentage of Mobile Data Revenue compared to Total Mobile
Revenue is assumed to increase with 3% each year and reach 100% of total Mobile Revenue by 2037.
This implies that, according to the model, mobile voice & SMS will have completely disappeared by
that time.

6.1.2.3 VoLTE Mobile Data tariff and revenues
At this moment mobile voice is an important revenue generator for the MNOs. Also, when the
traditional voice is replaced with VoLTE, the tariff is assumed to have a significant markup compared
to mobile data pricing. Considering operators endeavour to secure voice margins, the baseline of the
model is currently set at 0,013 EUR per minute (based on wholesale Voice terminating prices including
a markup). When converting this to a price per GB (based on the earlier mentioned 0,0025 MB/s
average VoLTE throughput), a baseline figure of 88,75 EUR per GB is presented. As the VoLTE price is
expected to decrease over time, the model uses a markup compared to the standard price per GB,
which allows it to evolve accordingly. However, since voice pricing is coming more and more under
pressure, we assume that this markup will gradually reduce over time.

Figure 35: Determination of the VoLTE tariff based on current Voice price/min tariffs

6.1.2.4 Mobile ARPU (excl. FWA)
The Total Mobile Revenue (excl. Fixed Wireless Access) is calculated by aggregating all the different
components. As a sanity check, the average spending on mobile telecom per year per person104 was
included in the model. Assuming that indexation105 has the highest impact on telecom spending, these
figures are used as an upper limit for the model.
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https://statbel.fgov.be/nl/themas/huishoudens/huishoudbudget#figures
https://www.nbb.be/en/publicationsandresearch/economicandfinancialpublications/economicprojectionsbelgium
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The mobile ARPU in 2019 is set at €25,8. This could be considered to be relatively high, however, the
amount can be explained considering the model only focuses on active endusers and neglects both
dormant SIM cards as well as multiple SIM cards per user. Based on BIPT data, SIM penetration
(excluding M2M SIM cards) was determined to be 104% compared to total population.
The mobile monthly ARPU shows following stable evolution:
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Figure 36: Evolution of the mobile ARPU per month

The mobile ARPU will briefly increase with the adoption of 5G but will slightly decrease in the long
term.

6.1.2.5 Fixed Wireless Access (FWA)
For the Fixed Wireless Access price per GB, the average price per GB of Fixed Broadband was first
considered, which ranges around 0,20 to 0,25 EUR per GB. Based on existing FWA cases in the Nordic
countries, it is presumed that FWA will start off with a markup of around 400%. This implies that, at
first, FWA pricing will start at 1 EUR per GB and will decrease over time relative to the Mobile Standard
price per GB. As the Mobile Standard price per GB decreases further, it is expected that the difference
between these tariffs gradually diminishes over time. Nevertheless, operators will try to differentiate
FWA from standard mobile usage, therefore FWA is in most cases only offered location based.
Based on the FWA price per GB as well FWA volume, the model provides a forecasting of the FWA
Revenues over time.
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6.1.2.6 Tariff evolution

Based on the above, the Individual model incorporates the following tariffs and tariff evolution for
each component:

Pricing evolution
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Figure 37: Evolution of the tariffs for individuals

Each price per GB will steadily decrease over the next 20 years as current data usage grows and
additional usage is introduced.

Total Individuals’ Mobile Revenue
The pricing combined with the respective volumes provides the following Individuals’ Mobile Revenue
forecast:
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Figure 38: Evolution of the mobile revenue split

The decrease in Voice & SMS Revenue will be offset by the increase in both Mobile Data Revenue and
Mobile Substitution. It is, however, important to understand that the revenue generated from Fixed
Wireless Access is in fact a proportion of fixed broadband revenue which is moved to Mobile Revenue.
Therefore, this could be considered as additional/new mobile revenue.
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Figure 39: Evolution of the aggregated mobile revenue

With a CAGR of 0,1%, Mobile Revenue will remain roughly constant over time. However, as we also
incorporated indexation in our pricing evolution, there is a reduction in value over time of 20%
(assuming index growth of 1% each year). With this in mind, we can conclude that Individuals’ Mobile
Revenue will come under pressure more and more, and additional revenue streams will have to be
considered.
An average price of €1,07/GB in 2040 could, considering the increase of mobile data usage, be
perceived as high. However, this price per GB is representing the total value of the mobile service of
operators and not only the pure data usage. Over the years we expect to see a shift in the mobile
tariff plans from a price per GB approach towards a connectivity model. This connectivity model will
represent the value of the access to the mobile network and the specific services on that network.
The pure data consumption will become only one parameter in an extended service package. In each
case, it will be a challenge for the existing operators to ensure stable revenue generation on a
product that certainly will become a commodity.
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Objects
Overview
For the Objects model, a standard Mobile Data tariff has been determined and a 5G markup has been
applied per vertical. The markup per vertical has been defined based on different parameters which
will be discussed more into detail below. By combining the Standard Mobile Data tariff with the defined
markup of each vertical and the according volume per vertical the total revenue per vertical, has been
determined. Adding the total revenues per vertical resulted eventually in the total amount of revenue
for objects (Total Revenue Objects).

Figure 40: Computation of the total revenue for objects - flowchart

Mobile Data tariffs
6.2.2.1 Standard Mobile Data tariff
The pricing of Mobile Data for Objects is primarily offered within an B2B (or wholesale) context. This
implies that prices are not primarily defined at a usage per object but are in many cases based on bulk
tariffs. Those bulk tariffs foresee in large data pools from which the users can consume for the different
applications available. Based on a pricing benchmark, and by excluding the most extreme cases, a
standard price for 2019 of €0,8/GB has been determined.

6.2.2.2 Markup opportunity for Mobile Data tariffs
Currently, the technologies on the licensed spectrum are not offering a solid basis to implement
business critical applications upon. This is reflected in the low baseline volumes of the Objects model.
With the implementation of 5G this will drastically change. This technology will offer additional
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features such as higher bandwidth, massive MiMo106, a very low latency, the possibility for network
slicing, powerful private networks and much higher QoS and related SLAs. As such 5G will become the
first mobile business platform that can support all kind of business applications and bundle the
different access technologies that are now in a scattered manner used. Mobile operators can use this
potential to implement a valuebased tariff strategy.
Studies, worldwide107 and local108, have identified the demand of the industry for the features that 5G
will bring and the willingness to pay a premium fee for it. Based on the raw data of the study ‘Time to
connect Belgium with 5G’ a tariff markup has been determined per vertical and per 5G feature
considering the specific use cases.

Figure 41: Computation of the tariff per vertical – flowchart

6.2.2.3 Mobile data tariff evolutions
The combination of the standard Mobile Data tariff and the markup per vertical has been transposed
on the forecasted rollout schedule from 5G. In this exercise we have considered that not all 5G
features are available as from the commercial launch. Several features require upgrades in the
backbone network or ITsystems. In addition, it has been assumed that the potential markup for 5G
features decreases over time due to competition.
With this approach we see important differences in tariff per vertical, especially during the first years.
As some verticals are bound to long investment cycles or because some use cases need a full 5G
coverage implementation of 5G can be different per vertical.
Other differences can be explained by the nature of the verticals as some will only have a very limited
benefit from the different 5G features, whereas others will use a combination of several features.
The following tariff evolutions are used in the Object model.

Multipleinput Multipleoutput
Capgemini Research Institute (April 2019), '5G in industrial operations: How telcos and industrial companies stand to
benefit’.
Capgemini Invent Belgium & Agoria (November 2019), ‘Time to connect Belgium with 5G, an exhaustive industrial study
reveals roadblocks and opportunities’.
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Figure 42: Evolution of the price per vertical

Mobile Data Revenues
By applying the tariffs per vertical, the following Total Object Mobile Data Revenue evolution has been
determined.
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Figure 43: Evolution of the revenue per vertical

Due to the fact that different tariffs have been applied by vertical, the impact has also shifted slightly
but the main verticals that generate Mobile Revenue are still Manufacturing, Smart Cities and
Automotive (as in terms of Volume). In parallel, the significant take up of the Mobile Data revenues
also starts from 2025.
With a CAGR of 40% it is obvious that new revenues, in comparison with the revenue evolution of
Individuals, will be generated through Objects, where a lot of potential revenues can be found by
operators and other (new) players in the market.
The Total Revenues that are generated through Objects are conservative in our model compared to a
study that has been conducted by Ericsson109. The main reason of this difference can be found in the
delay of the 5G auction. We can’t assume a big uptake in both Volume and Revenues in the coming
years because companies have no visibility on 5G availability and are only now starting to consider to
include this in their digital roadmap110.

Aggregated Results
To have a complete view of the Revenue evolution, the Individual and the Object model are merged.
The aggregated Total Mobile Revenue forecasted by the model results in the following revenue per
year:
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Ericsson, October 2019, 5G for business: a 2030 market compass
Capgemini Invent Belgium & Agoria (November 2019), ‘Time to connect Belgium with 5G, an exhaustive industrial study
reveals roadblocks and opportunities’.
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Figure 44: Aggregated results on revenue for objects and individuals

The forecasted revenues demonstrate that Mobile Revenue of Objects only overtakes Individuals’ in
2038, leading to a total CAGR of 4% over the forecasted period. Compared to the aggregated Mobile
Data Volumes, the growth for Mobile Revenue is relatively low. This is due to the low pricing attributed
to Objects.
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7. IDENTIFICATION OF MEDIA
To determine the presence of Media in mobile data we had to focus on the Individual model as almost
all media content can be tagged in that model. Nevertheless, the Object model has been scanned for
potential media content. To calculate the ratio of media content in the Total Mobile Data, all volumes
and revenues of both models had to be considered.

Media in Volume
In the Media baseline model, the media percentage per service category and per approach (to identify
Media) has been identified. This has been done by analysing the main media channels and platforms
(such as Facebook, Instagram, YouTube) and by attributing these platforms to service categories.
To forecast, the evolution of Media within the several service categories has been calculated based on
factors impacting the total media ecosystem.
As a basis for the calculation, the individual evolutions of the most important media channels or
platforms have been analysed and are then transposed to an aggregated level per service category.
This approach ensures that the model is not depending on the success, or failure, from an individual
channel or platform but that the overall evolution of data and media consumption in a service category
is withheld. Services within a service category can disappear or new ones can arise but we assume that
the general trend will stay independent from the individual cases. For instance, the last years TikTok
has increased significantly to become a large platform for the younger segment. This has caused a shift
from time spent on Facebook and Instagram to Tiktok, however this is not impacting the overall time
spent within the Social Media service category as people still have limited time to spent.

Individuals
As previously explained, the total Individuals’ mobile data volume per service category is one of the
outputs of our model, which acts as a key input to the media versus nonmedia discussion. It allows to
determine a percentage of media within each service category. An overview of the logic can be found
below:
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Figure 45: Computation of media in volume - Flowchart

For each service category, all the service platforms – available in the Mobile DNA as well as the
Operator Data – had to be analysed to determine a percentage of media for each service platform.

7.1.1.1 Assessment on media content within service platforms
To clarify whether or not content is considered as media depending on approach 1 or 2, the
methodology as described in chapter 4: identification of Media, has been applied. Hereunder, a non
exhaustive list of cases that needed to be categorised based on the methodology is inserted. Content
that is made publicly by a registered media content provider is automatically regarded as Media.
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Figure 46: Assessment on media content within service platforms

To identify and quantify the majority of content in mobile data with respect for the methodology of
both approaches, the following process has been applied.
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Figure 47: Process to assess the media content

In step 1, an analysis has been carried out on the quantity of mobile data originating from a specific
platform that can be categorized as video. Hereby, nonvideo was considered as not being media. It is
understandable that some other content, such as audio, could also be regarded upon as media, but it
has technically not been feasible to differentiate further within the nonvideo category. The part audio
via platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, Tiktok, YouTube is thus not calculated as Media. This is
however a neglectable percentage as most of Audio on these platforms is combined with video, and
because the throughput of audio, in comparison with video, is very low. In addition, most of the
content within the service category Audio Streaming (Radio, Spotify, podcasts), where the majority of
the pure audio content can be identified, is considered to be Media.
To determine the video/nonvideo ratio, data retrieved from operators and equipment providers111
has been used for the most important platforms (Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, Twitter…). These
data have been double checked through a theoretical calculation, based on presence of pictures or
movies and on the average data usage on the specific platform.
In step 2 the video content is analysed to determine whether or not it is publicly shared. For most of
the platforms, research has resulted in a percentage identifying the public/private purpose ratio of the
content. The private content is excluded from potential media content. It has been assumed that the
share of available (offered) content (being public or private) is equal to the share of consulted private
or public content. Multiple studies acknowledge that trusted content (representing content coming
from people or sources that are known) and personal content, show higher engagement rates (based
on clicks, shares, likes and comments)112. This implies content categorised as private is likely to be more
retrieved than public content. This overestimation of public content is partially balanced by the public
content that is pushed on private accounts (for instance publicity published on a private account).
All data that is accessible via a private account is considered to be nonmedia, even if this content is
originating from a registered media provider as the users can make changes or comment on the
original content. When the content is not fully downloaded but is a link towards a public account, the
session to consult the public media content is on an open account and is thus considered as Media as
the content is consulted at the original public account.
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Huawei, Ericsson, Cisco
Blog.hotsuite.com/privateaccountsoninstagram ; hartenzielmarketing.nl/kennisbank; …
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Using step 1 and 2 provides a view that is aligned with approach 2. To come to an alignment with
approach 1, the economic purpose and editorial responsibility has been verified in step 3. This
additional check is based on sample analysis and/or on data that has been provided by these platforms
or other research in this field.
This process is applied on the main platforms and content categories that represent more than 50% of
all current mobile data traffic and used as basis to categorise all content to Media or NonMedia.

YouTube
Traffic data of the MNOs show that the content of YouTube consists out of 96% to 99% of video
content. The remaining traffic being browsing or music. For this study, 100% of the YouTube content
has been regarded as being video. Although some content is hidden, YouTube is primarily used to share
nonprivate content. Therefore, all videos on YouTube have been considered as open for the general
public. Applying approach 2, 100% of the YouTubecontent can be regarded upon as being media.

To determine media using approach 1, a sample analysis has been conducted. By web scraping over a
period from 27/11/2019 until 18/12/2019, the daily top 200 trending videos in Belgium on the YouTube
platform have been identified together with the duration of each video and the number of views. This
database, compiling data on 3800 videos, has been analysed using the methodology to determine
media under approach 1. In this sample, content put online by media service providers registered at
or licensed by the Belgian Media regulators or present in the MAVISE database have been identified.
In addition, an analysis based on the AVMS criteria on nonregistered content, and thus not covered
by the MAVISE database, has been carried out. That way, apart from national and European recognized
content, videos being published by nonEU media service providers are also considered to be media.
(for instance, ‘the Daily Show with Trevor Noah’).

Taking into account the duration of the video, the number of interactions and the duration that the
content was available, a daily weighted average has been calculated. Over the full period, an average
of 10,4% media in the total sample has been identified113. Depending on the day we measured
variations in Media content for approach 1 between 5,5% and 16,5%.
Considering 10,4% as Media (approach 1) in YouTube is certainly an overestimation. Besides the top
trending content that has been analysed numerous videos are consulted representing in total a much
higher data volume. Within the timeframe of this study it was not possible to analyse all this content,
so the 10,4% to be Media is the only percentage that objectively could be calculated and is thus used
for this study.
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Appendix 4: YouTube Webscraping
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Figure 48: YouTube media/non-media repartition

Depending on the platform, an increase of the video share up to more than 90% is assumed over time.
As You tube is already 100% video, the same repartition for media is used in the forecast model. We
also have no indication that private accounts, and thus private content, will rise on You Tube.
Therefore, the Media ratio of YouTube remains unchanged over the complete period of the forecasting
model.

Facebook
Based on operator data, it could be established that the data traffic generated by Facebook consists
for 70% out of browsing (text, pictures, ...) and 30% out of video. However, we came to a theoretical
split browsing/video of 40%/60%. The difference between the operator data and the theoretical value
can be explained by the fact that the theoretical usage is calculated on the total Facebook usage, via
Mobile and Fixed (WiFi) network together. People are aware of their data consumption114 and
postpone watching videos once they can offload the data traffic to a fixed network. Input from
equipment providers115 confirms that currently video content, in comparison to other content, is
offloaded much more via WiFi (up to 90%). Therefore, we validated the 30% of video on Facebook via
mobile data and used this for the baseline model.

Since August 2018, 54% of all Facebook users worldwide have set their privacy rules116. Although
probably many users also applied privacy rules before that period, 54% of all accounts on Facebook
have been assumed to be closed accounts, which probably is an underestimation as an earlier study in
2012 from the Polytechnic Institute of New York University117 already put the percentage of private
accounts at 55%. Nevertheless, 54% of Facebook traffic is kept as figure for private traffic. This

114

Appendix 3: user survey
Huawei traffic report 01/2020
116 https://blog.sharelov.com/ultimatelistoffacebookstatistics/
117 https://www.prnewswire.com/news/polytechnicinstituteofnewyorkuniversity; Facebook Users Take a Sharp Turn
Toward Privacy
115
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underestimation is again partly offset by the commercial public content that is pushed on Private
accounts, but that is, as explained earlier much less consulted then private and trusted content.

The combination of the presence of video on Facebook and the percentage of public accounts provides
a figure of 13,8% of content of video for a general public. This figure is the maximum figure applicable
for approach 2. The sample analysis on YouTube showed that 10,4% of all content can be considered
as media under approach 1. We see no reason why the presence of videos being media as understood
for approach 1 would differ between Facebook and YouTube. Therefore, 10,4% has been assumed to
be relevant. Applying this on the total public video volume (approach 2) means that 1,38% of the total
Facebook mobile data volume can be considered as Media in approach 1.

The future media share in Facebook is influenced by an increase of video to 99%118 in 2030 that is offset
by an increasing need for privacy119and awareness on how private data are used120. Facebook CEO,
Mark Zuckerberg, announced the intention to reposition Facebook towards a privacyfocussed
communication platform. This repositioning is aligned with the current marketing practices that
redirect content from companies towards private accounts and more personalised content in closed
user groups. In addition, Facebook also announced to aim much more at trusted content from the
traditional media channels to increase credibility and trust in the Facebook content121. Based on these
evolutions, the ratio of private accounts and of media under approach 1 has been presumed to rise
resulting in a media presence increase in 2030 up to 25% for approach 2 and 5 % for approach 1. As
evolutions after 2030 are highly speculative, the media share is kept stable as of 2030.

Figure 49: Facebook media/non-media repartition

118https://www.businessnewsdaily.com/10522futureofsocialmediamarketing.html
119

De Standaard 10/01/2020 – ‘de toekomstbol van Zuckerberg’
https://blog.logograb.com/socialmediafuture/
121https://newsmediaworks.com.au/facebookturnstotrustedmediatosendamessageofreliability/
120
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Instagram
Based on data from the mobile operators, 87% of all data from and to the Instagram platform has been
determined to be generated by videocontent. Although Instagram is currently still mainly a platform
build on content from pictures, 91% of all consulted content are pictures122, the majority of the
generated volumes are originating from videos. Based on the average data usage of pictures and videos
on Instagram123, a theoretical video content percentage in the total content is calculated at 95%.
The difference (8%) between the theoretical value and the data from the operators can again be
explained by the consumer behaviour that demonstrates that videos are more watched when
offloaded via the fixed network. Hence, the percentage of 87% will be used in this study for the
baseline.

To determine the ratio of public and private content on Instagram, we used a study from 2015 that
identified 43% of the user accounts as private124.
Measuring exactly the media presence on Instagram based on approach 1 is challenging, as overall lists
of trending accounts or top accounts per country are not available. To put the usage of content and
the related media percentage on Instagram in perspective, the top 10 most consulted registered
Belgian media service providers125 were identified based on the top 10 most followed influencers on
Instagram based in Belgium126 and the top 10 most followed Instagram accounts127. For all these, the
number of interactions for the month of November 2019 (an interaction being a comment or like) have
been determined. Comparing the number of interactions between the top Belgian media service
providers and the top influencers, shows that media represents a minor part of all content available,
as it accounts to only 11% of the combined data volume of these 2 segments. The worldwide top
accounts are also not medialike content as defined under approach 1 and reflects the low involvement
from media service providers on Instagram. The media percentage of 11% is thus a large
overestimation of the actual presence in the total Instagram traffic, as besides the analysed segments
much more content is available and looked at. However, this figure matches the 10,4% that was
measured on YouTube as being media with approach 1 and it is, within the scope of this study, the
best available quantification of media presence as defined in approach 1. Therefore, the 11% is used
as Media presence for approach 1.

Based on the above, for the baseline the media presence is set at 5% for approach 1 and at 50% for
approach 2. For 2030, an increase of the video share is assumed from 87% up to 99%. This increase
over time of the video percentage is for Instagram not compensating the rise of private accounts, as
also companies tend to evolve to closed user groups on Instagram. As for Facebook, we assume that
also this platform will aim to attract more official media content. As a result of these trends, the Media
presence on Instagram decreases to 43% in approach 2 and remains stable for approach 1 in 2030.
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Again after 2030, the media presence for both approaches is assumed to be stable as after that period
we have no certainty on possible evolutions.

Figure 50: Instagram media/non-media repartition

Twitter
Based on data from the mobile operators, we identified that 69% of the data consumption on Twitter
has been identified as video content. On average 13% of Twitter users reserve their content for a
private user group128.
We have not analysed the presence of registered media on Twitter. However, multiple sources
recognize the fact that Twitter content is driven by content of large, official channels that are
afterwards retweeted by other users. Retweeting as such is nonmedia under approach 1 as this does
not incorporate an editorial responsibility. Nevertheless, as a precaution to avoid underestimating the
media presence on Twitter, it has been assumed that it lies higher than on the other platforms (on
average around 10% of the total mobile traffic), hence, it is presumed that 50% of the total mobile
video volume can be categorized as media under approach 1. When applying approach 2, a retweet of
a media message is considered as Media.
For forecasting purposes, the same evolutions on privacy and video have been used as on other
platforms.

128

https://medium.com/pewresearchcenterdecoded/howpublicandprivatetwitterusersintheusd536ce2a41b3
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Figure 51: Twitter media/non-media repartition

Pinterest
In comparison to other platforms, Pinterest started late with enabling video content on the platform
which explains the lower video penetration129. According to operator data, nonvideo (mainly pictures)
represents 60% of the mobile data usage.
Although secret boards and private accounts are possible on Pinterest, no relevant data could be
identified. It has been presumed that most of the traffic on Pinterest is publicly shared (95%).
Pinterest is mostly used to share personal content and product information. Media content, as relevant
under approach 1, is not the main purpose of Pinterest. In this study, Pinterest has been considered as
having the same media presence as YouTube (10,4%), which is probably an overestimation.
Also for Pinterest we expect that video will become the majority of mobile data in 2030.

Figure 52: Pinterest media/non-media definition

129

https://www.businessofapps.com/data/pintereststatistics/
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Other platforms
With the above platforms, the vast majority of the mobile data traffic on the service platforms has
been covered. However, platforms representing a minor mobile data volume could also be identified.
These platforms are also taken into account by attributing them a similar profile as YouTube, Facebook,
Instagram or Pinterest. Examples of such platforms are Snapchat, Naver V, Odnoklasniki video,
Reddit,… .

Other content
Analysing all mobile data content, or even a relevant sample, was within the limited timeframe of this
study not possible. The main mobile destinations identified were analysed. Other destinations are
grouped under ‘browsing’. In this group, the data usage to consult search engines, ecommerce, web
analytics and the overall internet surfing to individual websites has been included. As basis to
determine the media presence in these internet destinations, we applied the overall figures of 65%
video and 35% nonvideo130 taking again into consideration the current usage behaviour of delaying
to watch video until offload to the fixed network is possible and specific groups of destinations that
have more or less video (For instance ecommerce and Google are at this moment more oriented to
text and pictures). Within the model, the barrier to watch video only when offloading is gradually lifted
between 2020 and 2025 as in that period unlimited data offers will become popular.
The figure of 65% video is in line with equipment providers information that set video presence on the
internet in general at 60%. As for media under approach 1, the same value as on YouTube for media
(10,4%) has been applied in the relevant destinations under this category. This is again an
overestimation of the media presence as in these destinations the main purpose is mostly not to
provide an audio or audiovisual programme. For forecasting purposes, the video share is assumed to
increase up to more than 90%.

7.1.1.2 Media within Service Categories
By combining the data received from the operators and from IMEC, the percentage of volume for each
service platform within its respective service category has been identified. This was used to determine
the weight of media per service platform. As a result, the model delivers a weighted average
percentage of media within mobile data volume per service category.
Within the following service categories the media percentage, now and in the future is set at zero
because the usage in these categories is or private communication, or comprises no video or audio
content or has no main purpose to offer an audiovisual programme or is a combination of those:
Messaging
Gaming
Maps & Navigation
Email
Cloud Storage
App Store & Updates

130

https://wprocket.me/blog/bestpracticeguidereducingwebsitepageweight/
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Offline
The categories hereunder have been attributed a percentage of media presence as they consist of
content aligned with the Media approach methodology. For these categories, an evolution until 2030
is forecasted based upon above mentioned trends on video penetration, less video offload, increase
of privacy and closed user groups and demand for more trusted and wellknown content:
Social Media
Browsing
Video Streaming
Audio Streaming
Within these categories the media presence gradually increases due to the growth of video content in
mobile data. As of 2030, the media percentage has been assumed to remain stable as further potential
evolutions to have more or less media is highly speculative.

Figure 53: Evolution of media within service categories

By combining the forecasted Media percentages with the total mobile data volume per service
category over time, the model forecasts Media in Total Standard Mobile Data Volume. Considering
Mobile Substitution is not included in this usage, VoLTE and Fixed Wireless Access were handled
separately.
Regarding VoLTE usage, the percentage of Media is 0%. For Fixed Wireless Access, however, we
assumed that the percentage of Media is the same as for total standard mobile data. This assumption
is based on the fact that FWA in the model is only showing significant volumes as of 2025, when it is
expected that mobile data becomes a commodity and users no longer adjust their usage behaviour
depending on the network they are using.
Based on the above, the output of the model provides the following forecasting for percentage of
Media in Individuals’ Mobile Data Volume:
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Figure 54: Proportion media/non-media per approach for individuals vs objects

The weighted average percentage of Media in Individuals’ Mobile Data Volume over time in Approach
1 (i.e. AVMS Directive) results in 14,51%, whereas Approach 2 (i.e. Media NRAs) results in 51,85%. In
both approaches the percentage of Media increases, which can be explained by the fact that more
video will be consumed in the service categories Video Streaming, Browsing as well as Social Media.

Objects
Within Objects only one use case has been identified as potentially being Media, which is electronic
billboards. In General, the use cases have no purpose to be an audiovisual programme nor have a
public nature. Although several use cases are based on video, the content of these videos are, in first
instance, not conveyed through screens accessible for the general public. The videos can, in a second
leg of the data stream, be addressed to an audience. This part of the data stream is covered in the
Individual part, and is, if applicable, also tagged as Media..
An exception to the above are electronic billboards. The content distributed via the billboards could
be tagged as Media for approach 2 and is incorporated in this study as such. In comparison with other
use cases the data volume and related revenue is very low and has on the total result a neglectable
impact of 0,0018% on the percentage of Media in Mobile Data Volume.

Total
When aggregating the Mobile Data Volume of both Individuals and Objects, the actual forecasted
percentage of Media over time was established:
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Figure 55: Percentage of media in mobile data volume

Between 2020 and 2025 the percentage of Media consumption grows slightly, driven by more video
presence in mobile data content. After 2025, this is quickly offset by the increase in Objects’ Mobile
Data Volume.
In Chapter 8: Conclusions, we will further elaborate on the weighted average of Media in Total Mobile
data.

Media in Revenue
Individuals Revenue
As depicted above, the model is built on media presence in total mobile data volume and links it to its
respective price per GB, to determine Media in Total Mobile Data Revenue. In other words, by linking
the percentage of Media in Standard, VoLTE and Fixed Wireless Access mobile data volume to its price
per GB the model determines the percentage of Media in Total Mobile Data Revenue. However, as we
must consider all mobile revenue generated from traffic on the spectrum, the model also assesses
Mobile Voice & SMS Revenue – which is considered as NonMedia.
Based on the above, the output of the model provides the following forecasts for percentage of Media
in Individuals’ Mobile Revenue:
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Figure 56: Proportion of media/non-media per approach for individuals

The weighted average percentage of Media in Individuals’ Mobile Revenue in Approach 1 (i.e. AVMS
Directive) results in 11,36%, whereas Approach 2 (i.e. Media NRAs) results in 40,20%. The increase of
percentage of Media in both approaches can be explained by the gradual reduction of Revenue
generated from Mobile Voice & SMS. As Mobile Voice & SMS Revenue is phased out, the percentage
of Media in Individuals’ Mobile Revenue moves closer to the percentage of Media Individual’s Mobile
Data Volume.

Objects Revenue
As the only use case identified as Media in Objects is electronic billboards, the Revenues linked to
Media is neglectable. Only 0,0011% of Object Mobile Data Revenues is tagged as Media under
approach 2.

Total Revenue
By aggregating the Mobile Revenue of both Individuals and Objects, the actual forecasted percentage
of Media over time is established.
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Figure 57: Percentage of media in mobile revenue

The percentage of Mobile Revenue attributable to Media consumption grows in the first few years.
However, the revenue generated from Objects offsets the increase over time. Do note that the Objects
impact in terms of Mobile Revenue is lower compared to Mobile Data Volume due to the lower average
price per GB and related revenue generated.
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8. CONCLUSION
The model has provided a clear view on Mobile data evolution for as well Individuals as Objects. To
ensure a realistic forecast, a conservative approach on assumptions has been applied by only accepting
use cases that are existing or will appear shortly on the market or that are subject to extensive studies
and reporting.

Based on the evolution of volumes and revenues over 20 years we have calculated the weighted
average over this period. The impact of Individuals remains relatively stable over time, whereas the
impact of Objects increases heavily due to the new industrial applications on the mobile spectrum.

The mobile traffic evolution and related revenues provide a strong indication on the challenges and
opportunities for all players in the ecosystem of mobile telecommunications. In the Individual part of
the model, voice revenues still represent on average 50% of the mobile revenues of operators. This
source of revenues will fade out in the future due to technologic evolutions, shifts in user behaviour
and competing services using other business models. In order to ensure a constant revenue stream
the mobile operators will have to focus on valorisation of the access to the mobile network and of the
services offered on the network. Currently all operators are experiencing difficulties to position them
successfully versus the OTTplayers who are claiming an important part of the consumer budget for
telco services. The usage of the mobile data for these services will certainly show a spectacular increase
the next years, and media presence in it will increase accordingly.

Interesting opportunities for growth are present in the Object part of the model. With 5G and the
additional features this technology brings, new business applications and use cases will appear on the
market. By bridging the gap between telco and IT, 5G is opening a new world of possibilities and
opportunities. This new approach from mobile telco business on the business market is however also
an enormous challenge for the current operators as they must reinvent their customer approach and
incorporate IT in their value proposition. Simultaneously, this is opening the market for new players
who earlier were not active on the telecom market or only present in a specific niche market. In all
these specific elements of the model being it Media, Individual or Object, the Belgian governments
should take up their responsibilities to create the best environment to foster the opportunities that
arise. The new ecosystem around mobile data extents further than the current telecom players. The
majority of the value will be created in the development of new applications, services and
implementation in an endto end approach. As such, the forecasted revenues are only a small part of
the added value that will be created. A macroeconomic challenge is presenting itself by the need to
ensure that our economic network can act upon these opportunities and that new activities are
developed in Belgium. A welldeveloped mobile network infrastructure and service is, and will be in
the future even more, a strategic asset for economic development and should be a pillar of a long term
economic strategic vision.
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Within these evolutions of mobile data volumes and revenues, the presence of media (independent
from how this is calculated) evolves also. Until now, the spectrum was only (or for the large majority)
used for communication and exchange of information. This usage of the spectrum for these
applications, and Media in these, will increase strongly in numbers. However, this increase of media
presence will be compensated and, later in time, be pulled down by the Object part, consisting out of
industrial applications, that represents a different data content then the images, text and videos we
now primarily use in mobile data.

Based on the model the weighted average percentage of Media in Total Mobile Data Volume over time
(2019 to 2040) was determined to be 4,94% in Approach 1 (AVMS Directive) and 17,79% in Approach
2 (Media NRAs).

Based on the model the weighted average percentage of Mobile Revenue attributable to Media over
time (2019 to 2040) was determined to be 7,94% in Approach 1 (AVMS Directive) and 28,20% in
Approach 2 (Media NRAs).

Table 5: Summery of the proportion of media presence in mobile data volumes and revenues
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APPENDIX 1: USER SURVEY

1. Survey aim and methodology
PURPOSE OF THE SURVEY
The purpose of the study was to measure how and when users consume mobile data on their mobile
phones. Additionally, the outcome provided insights on the time spent on mobile data versus WiFi as
well as the drivers and barriers behind the users’ choice. The collected data helped to interpret the
data found throughout the desk research as well as the data received from the operators and IMEC.
Furthermore, the questionnaire permitted to quantify data that could not be found in other sources.
To carry out this study, Capgemini called upon the research agency Profacts. Together, a quantitative
survey questionnaire was created and pushed online among Profacts’ research panel. The sample had
to reach 1200 respondents, representative of the Belgian population aged between 1680 while
keeping equally sized segments for Flanders, Wallonia and Brussels.
Throughout the questionnaire, six topics have been covered:
1. Socio demographic/screenings: age, region, profession smartphone possession, …
2. Data consumption: time spent online, consumption of videos/audio, …
3. Offload (Mobile Data versus Wi-Fi): choice between WiFi and Mobile Data based on location,
speed, price and quality perception among WiFi and mobile data, …
4. Future: intention to “cut the cord”, choose for unlimited subscription, buy a 5G enabled
device, …
5. Details mobile suscription : subscription type, data usage, provider, …
6. Accessed content: consumed TV/radio channels, classification of media/nonmedia channels,
…
The user survey questionnaire can be consulted in the next section (2. Survey questionnaire).
METHODOLOGY
In total the survey had 1346 respondents (gross sample) representative of the Belgian population (aged
between 1680). After the filter question “Do you own a smartphone”, the net sample equals to
n=1210. This results in a reliability of 95% with an error margin lower than 3% on the total sample.
In the scope of this study, the distinction was made between respondents from Brussels, Flanders and
Wallonia. The target per region was n=400 in order to keep the error margin under 5% for each region.
Consequently, the outcomes have been weighted to ensure the representativity of the population (e.g.
not underestimating Flanders while overestimating Brussels). The computed weights per region were
the following: Flanders: 57.81%, Brussels: 10.38%, Wallonia: 31.81%.
Within each region, the gender, age and province have been weighed too. The weights were computed
on the gross sample (all respondents incl. the ones who do not own a smartphone) and determined
based on the latest figures from Statbel. 1

2. Survey questionnaire

DayOfinterview Startdate
1. Monday

18/11/2019 or 25/11/2019 or 2/12/2019 or 9/12/2019

2. Tuesday

19/11/2019 or 26/11/2019 or 3/12/2019 or 10/12/2019

3. Wednesday

20/11/2019 or 27/11/2019 or 4/12/2019 or 11/12/2019

4. Thursday

21/11/2019 or 28/11/2019 or 5/12/2019 or 12/12/2019

5. Friday

22/11/2019 or 29/11/2019 or 6/12/2019 or 13/12/2019

6. Saturday

23/11/2019 or 30/11/2019 or 7/12/2019 or 14/12/2019

7. Sunday

24/11/2019 or 15/11/2019 or 8/12/2019 or 15/12/2019

Nederlands
2. Français

Anders

1.

met uw
smartphone

a. Tijdens het ontbijt
b. Tijdens het woonwerkverkeer
c. Tijdens de werkuren
d. Tijdens verplaatsingen met de auto, openbaar vervoer, …
e. In de voormiddag
f.

Tijdens de lunch

g. In de namiddag
h. Tijdens het avondmaal
i.

’s Avonds na het avondmaal

j.

‘s Nachts

1. Ja, via mobiele data (4G)
2. Ja, via wifi
3. Nee, ik ben niet online gegaan

a. Tijdens het ontbijt
b. Tijdens het woonwerkverkeer
c. Tijdens de werkuren
d. Tijdens verplaatsingen met de auto, openbaar vervoer,
e. In de voormiddag
f.

Tijdens de lunch

g. In de namiddag
h. Tijdens het avondmaal
i.

’s Avonds na het avondmaal

j.

‘s Nachts

via mobiele data (4G)

Ja, video’s bekeken

via mobiele data
(4G)

Wifi is gemiddeld genomen sneller dan mobiele data via 4G.
b. Wifi is veiliger dan mobiele data via 4G.
c. Wifi is goedkoper dan mobiele data via 4G.
d. Het downloaden van zware bestanden verloopt het best via Wifi.
e. Eens de limiet van mijn mobiel data volume overschreden is, wordt het heel duur.
f.

Ik maak doorgaans een bewuste keuze tussen Wifi en 4G.

Helemaal niet akkoord
2. Niet akkoord
3. Neutraal
4. Akkoord
5. Helemaal akkoord

1. 1  Zeker niet
2. 2
3. 3
4. 4
5. 5
6. 6
7. 7
8. 8
9. 9
10. 10 – Zeker wel/Ik doe dit al

1. 1  Zeker niet
2. 2
3. 3
4. 4
5. 5
6. 6
7. 7
8. 8
9. 9
10. 10 – Zeker wel/Ik heb dit al

1. 1  Helemaal niet bereid
2. 2
3. 3
4. 4
5. 5
6. 6
7. 7
8. 8
9. 9
10. 10 – Heel erg bereid

… als de kwaliteit ervan nog beter wordt (bv. betere netwerkdekking)?
h. … als de snelheid ervan nog toeneemt (bv. betere downloadtijd)?
i.

… als de prijs ervan daalt?

Zeker niet
2. Waarschijnlijk niet
3. Neutraal
4. Waarschijnlijk wel
5. Zeker wel

Video’s kijken

omroepen (VRT, RTBF, RTL, …)
Omroepen via internet (Stievie, NWS nu, Auvio, RTLplay, VTM GO …)
formen (Netflix, Stremio, …)
Sociale media (Youtube, Facebook, Instagram …)
pogramma’s/films/series

Radiodeelplatformen (vb. TuneIn, iHeartRadio, …)
Youtube, Deezer, …)

Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn
b. Snapchat, Twitter
c. VRT, RTBF, VTM, La Une
d. Whatsapp, Viber, Messenger, Telegram
e. Spotify, Apple Music, Deezer
f.

Youtube, Vimeo, Dailymotion

g. Netflix, Amazon Prime Video, Disney+, Popcorn time, Stremio
h. Pornhub, YouPorn, XVideos
i.

Playstation Games, Steam, Xbox Live

Communicatiekanaal (berichten sturen, bellen)
2. Sociaal netwerk
3. Kanaal om media te consumeren
4. Geen van deze

en ben niet geïnteresseerd in het ‘nieuw’ zijn van het product/d

3. Survey outcome analysis
The main insights of the user survey have been summarized in a presentation available in the next
section (4. Presentation of the user survey outcomes). The current section will further detail the results
shown into the presentation.
MOBILE PENETRATION AND SUBSCRIPTION
The results show that 90% of Belgians own a smartphone, the largest penetration is observed in Brussel
where 93% own a smartphone, then in Wallonia (91%) and, finally, in Flanders (90%). Such high
penetration rate may rely on the segmentation used in the scope of this survey. Indeed, respondents
above 80 years were screened out. It can be assumed that, if no upper age limit was set, the
penetration rate would be lower as smartphone ownership lies lower in older age groups. Belgians
own one SIMcard in most cases and have a large preference for postpaid rather than prepaid (8 out
of the 10 own a subscription/postpaid). Barely 3% of the population have both a postpaid and prepaid
subscription.
The monthly average expenses by Belgians for their phones reach 29 euros a month which is paid by
83% of the Belgians by their own or by a family member. One person out of five does not know how
much monthly volume they have available on their mobile phone neither how much they use. Among
the respondents who knew the data volume in their data package, more than a third have available
volumes under or equal to 2GB. The second third lies between 3 to 5 GB. The remaining respondents
have higher volumes on their data plan. Surprisingly, even though 21% of Belgians have a data
subscription with apps which are not accounted in their mobile data consumption, nearly one out of
three Belgians still exceed their data plan multiple times per year.

Question: “How much data do you own on a monthly basis?” & “How often do you exceed your data
package?”, N: 1210

CURRENT MOBILE DATA USAGE

The average smartphone screen time per day in Belgium equals to 1h53min50seconds. The time of the
day where people mostly go online during workdays is in the evening where more than 8 out of 10
individuals (86%) go online. The second highest peak is at lunch, where two third of the Belgians consult
their mobile phone to go online. These peaks are similar for all age groups except for the persons aged
between 2544 where more than 76% use their phone during workhours. Over the weekend, users
mostly spread their usage and go online throughout the day between meal times.
Belgians have a large preference for going online through WiFi all day long rather than through mobile
data. The only moment where the majority of the people switch to mobile data is during travel time
(both during weekdays and weekends). Two other moments where mobile data is not performing too
badly, however still worse than WiFi, is while working (34%) and during lunch (week, 33%, and
weekend, 35%). The ages also play a role in this preference. Indeed, younger age groups will more
often have their mobile data on. The biggest difference is noticed at work (39% vs 27%) and lunch (40%
vs 26%).

Week

Weekend

N= 1079

N=131

Question: “Have you been online at the following moments yesterday?” (Yes on
mobile data, WiFi or no) & “For how long you been online at the following moments
yesterday?”

AUDIO /VIDEO CONSUMPTION
More than a third of Belgians use mobile data to consume audio/video throughout the day during
weekdays. The three moments of the day where mobile data is most used for audio aim is in the
evening (19% of respondents mostly driven by video), during travel time (18% of respondents mostly
driven by audio) and when having breakfast (17% of respondents, both audio and video consumption).
During weekends, the average time spent on audio and video is slightly lower, but the evening remains
the favorite moment for video consumption and travel for audio consumption.
The older the age group, the less they consume audio/video on mobile data throughout the day
(weekdays). Interestingly, the population aged between 1624 consume less audio and video on mobile
data at dinner time compared to the other age groups that all follow a similar audio/video
consumption pattern (see chart hereunder).

Q: “Have you listened to audio or watched video’s through mobile data” & “For how long have you
listened to audio or watched video through mobile data?”, N=1079, only the people who responded
they have been on at least one of both the day before.

PLATFORM CONSUMPTION

Among the Belgians who are consuming audio/video on mobile data throughout the day, the most
visited platforms are YouTubelike platforms (57%) and Facebook (53%). The three next platforms used
to consume audio/video by around one person out of four are Spotify/Deezer/Apple Music (27%),
Instagram (25%) and video sharing platforms (21%).
FUTURE MOBILE DATA USAGE

Belgians mostly make a conscious choice between mobile data and WiFi (only 9% reject this
statements). This may also be due to the price of mobile data which remains a barrier for increased
consumption. Indeed, 74% of respondents answer that mobile data prices are very expensive once
they exceed data packages. Similarly, almost half of the Belgians (49%) state that they may buy more
mobile data if the price decreases.
Unclarity or indifference remains regarding the benefits in terms of safety, speed and quality among
both options (WiFi vs mobile data). Nearly half couldn’t select one or the other as being safer or faster
(43% are neutral on the choice between WiFi and mobile data in terms of speed, and 51% in terms of
safety). If the speed or quality increases in the future, only one out of four would be willing to pay
more for mobile data.
The location has a large influence on the selection of WiFi versus mobile data. Indeed, four out of five
respondents will rather choose for WiFi at home or switch between WiFi and mobile data (16%). In
public places, the split is quite equally divided between people going on WiFi (36%), on mobile data
(30%), or switching between both (34%).
A third to a quarter of Belgians are open to new mobile proposition and new technologies in the
short/medium term. Indeed, approximately a third (35%) would be disposed to acquire an unlimited
data subscription within this timeframe. One out of four (24%) would also acquire a 5G smartphone

even though it would be 100 to 200 euros more expensive. Finally, 10% of the participants would
consider to cancel their digital TV subscription to consume TV via other platforms.

S UMMARY

Belgium has a high smartphone penetration with most people owning only one SIM card which is paid
at their own expense (or at the expense of a family member). The fact that Belgians mostly pay their
own subscription may fuel the choice for WiFi over mobile data. Indeed, Belgians make a conscious
choice between mobile data and WiFi as the majority finds mobile data expensive. The time of day
and, hence, the location also plays a quite important role in their choice. To illustrate, the mobile
internet usage peaks in the evening but it happens in the vast majority over WiFi as it can be assumed
that people are at home. Younger age groups also prefer WiFi over mobile data, however, they are
using slightly more mobile data than older age groups. This is also visible in their audio/video
consumption on mobile data which lies higher than other age groups.

4. Presentation of the user survey outcome
Cfr appendix 1bis

Current & future mobile
data usage
Report for Capgemini by Profacts

Current & future mobile data usage
Background & methodology

Background &
methodology

BIPT wants to map out the current & future mobile data usage.

Profacts conducted an online survey among a gross sample of n=1.346 Belgians representative for the population (age 1680).
Consequently, people without smartphone were screened out (10%), resulting in a net sample of n=1.210 representative for the
smartphone population.

48%

58%

1634 y.o.
3554 y.o.

52%

10%

5580 y.o.

32%
(Proportions after weighting on Region x Age/Gender/Province)

– 5/12

n=1.210

3
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Current mobile data usage

Mobile subscription

The current smartphone penetration is 90% in Belgium and seems to be comparable in the three
different regions. Subscriptions are clearly preferred over prepaid cards.

Type

Smartphone penetration
100%

82%

10%

50%
15%
0%

90%

(n=447)

10%

90%

Base: Total sample

3%

(n=439)

(n=460)

7%

10%

93%

91%

# of SIM cards
1

86%

80%

2

8%

10%

3

1%

2%

>3

3%

8%

Current & future mobile data usage
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Mobile subscription

Most people pay themselves for their mobile phone expenses.

“Who pays for your mobile phone expenses?”

You and/or someone else in your
family pay(s) for everything as a
private person.

83%

You and/or someone else in your
family pay(s) for everything as a
selfemployed person.

5%

You and/or someone else from
your family pay(s) a part, the rest
is paid by your employer or that
of your partner.

5%

Your employer or your partner's
employer pays for everything

7%

0%

Base: Total sample

25%

Monthly average: 29€

50%

75%

100%

Current & future mobile data usage
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Mobile subscription

In general, data usage rarely exceeds 6 GB per month. Around 1 out of 5, however, is unaware of
their monthly volume/usage.

Available volume/month

< 1 GB

10%

12 GB

15%

35 GB

2%

> 15 GB

7%

I don't know

12 GB

22%

25%

50%

75%

100%

32% indicates to exceed
their available data volume
at least a few times a year.
21% has a mobile
subscription in which
specific apps don’t count in
the data usage.

20%
8%

1115 GB

2%

> 15 GB

3%

I don't know

23%
0%

23%

610 GB

11%

1115 GB

< 1 GB

35 GB

33%

610 GB

Base: Total sample

Usage/month

21%
0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Current & future mobile data usage
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Current & future mobile data usage

Current mobile data usage
Data usage throughout the day

Data usage

Smartphones have become an indispensable part of people’s lives: most people go online during
various moments of the day (with a peak in the evening).

Smartphone internet usage

Week (n=1079)
100%

86%

90%
80%
70%
Total smartphone
screen time per
day (median): 75’

30’

66%
60%

59%

10’

20’

60%
50%

15’

50%

38%

40%

10’

29%

15’

30%

15’

20%
10%
Screen time (median)

0%
Breakfast

Base: Total sample

Travel

Work

Lunch

Dinner

Evening

At night

Current & future mobile data usage
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Data usage

Unsurprisingly, there is a strong age effect here: the screen time of the youngest age group is three
times higher than that of the oldest group.

Smartphone internet usage

Week (n=1079)

94%

100%
90%
Total smartphone
screen time per
day (median):
1624: 120’
2544: 100’
4564: 58’
6550: 40’

80%
70%

40%

90%

77%

81%
76%

76%
60%

70%

60%
50%

76%

72%

52%

68%
58%

50%
46%

48%

52%

42%

56%
50%
44%

30%

36%
30%

20%

35%

31%

20%

10%

15%

10%

0%
Breakfast

Travel

Work
1624

Base: Total sample

Lunch
2544

Dinner
4564

Evening

At night

6580
Current & future mobile data usage
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Data usage

People currently still strongly prefer connecting to Wifi instead of using mobile data.

Smartphone internet usage

Week (n=1079)
100%

86%

90%
Total smartphone
screen time per
day (median):
Mobile data: 1’
Wifi: 52’

80%
70%

30’

66%
60%

59%

10’

20’

60%
50%

47%

40%

10’
43%

29%
15’

20%

10%

13%

24%

22%

9%

12%

8%

5%

0%
Breakfast

Base: Total sample

43%

39%

20%

Screen time (median)

50%

29%

Mobile data
Wifi

15’

38%
15’

30%

75%

Travel

Work

Lunch

Dinner

Evening

At night

Current & future mobile data usage
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Data usage

Also among the younger generations, Wifi is the clear winner, although mobile data are somewhat
more used.

Week (n=1000)

Mobile data vs. Wifi

Breakfast
1644 y.o.
(n=404)
4580 y.o.
(n=282)

24

76

18
0%

82
25%

50%

75%

1644 y.o.
(n=323)

79

21

1644 y.o.
(n=396)

4580 y.o.
(n=166)

74

26

4580 y.o.
(n=245)

100%

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Dinner

Base: Went online

39
27
0%

1644 y.o.
(n=420)

61

25%

50%

75%

100%

85

1644 y.o.
(n=494)

14

86

1644 y.o.
(n=260)

16

84

4580 y.o.
(n=235)

16

84

4580 y.o.
(n=433)

13

87

4580 y.o.
(n=107)

21

79

75%

100%

0%

25%

50%

74
25%

50%

75%

At night

Evening

50%

60

26
0%

15

25%

40

4580 y.o.
(n=302)

73

1644 y.o.
(n=348)

0%
Mobile data

Lunch

Work

Travel

75%

100%

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Wifi

Significantly higher than other group

Current & future mobile data usage
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100%

Data usage

In total, around 37% uses mobile data to consume audio/video throughout the day.

Audio/video consumption through mobile data (4G)

Week (n=1079)
100%
90%
Average total audio
time (total sample): 8’

80%

Average total video
time (total sample): 9’30”

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%

Audio

20%
Video

Minutes (median)

10’

17%

10%
10%

13%

18%
13%

10’

10’

13%

13%

10’

19%

10’

10%

8%

16%
9%

8%

9%

7%

10%

0%
Breakfast

Base: Total sample

15’

11’

Travel

Work

Lunch

5%

7%

Dinner

9%

Evening

4%

6%

At night

Current & future mobile data usage
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Data usage

Again, the age effect is apparent here.

Audio/video consumption through mobile data (4G)

Week (n=1079)
100%
90%
Audio/video
consumption
throughout the
day:
16-24: 46%
25-44: 47%
45-64: 33%
65-50: 20%

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

25%

25%

21%
11%

21%
14%

5%
Breakfast

24%
19%

4%
Travel

16%

2%
Work

5%
Lunch
25-44

21%
17%
10%

7%
6%
6%
Dinner

11%

16-24
Base: Total sample

15%

18%
18%
11%

45-64

Evening

12%
11%
6% 0%
At night

65-80
Current & future mobile data usage
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Data usage

Week (n=461)

Youtube and Facebook are the most frequently used platforms to consume audio/video through
mobile data.

Audio/video consumption through mobile data – platforms used

Youtube/Vimeo/Dailymotion

57%

Facebook

53%

Spotify/Deezer/Apple Music

27%

Instagram

25%

Netflix/other video sharing
platforms

21%

Through app/site of tv/radio
stations (VTM, VRT, RTBF,…

17%

Through app/site of telco
15%
provider (Telenet, Proximus,…
Other 6%
0%

Base: Consumed audio/video through mobile data

25%

50%

75%

Current & future mobile data usage
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Current & future mobile data usage

Future mobile data usage
Current barriers

Current barriers

In terms of specific applications, the unique territory of Wifi is becoming smaller …

Both
win

WIFI
wins

Downloading large
files

Emailing

MOBILE DATA (4G)
wins
Locationbased apps
(Waze, Yelp, Google
maps,…)

Agenda
Streaming

Social media
Instant messaging

Current & future mobile data usage
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Current barriers

… but there is still a heavy price barrier that needs to be lifted to really stimulate mobile data
usage.

“To what extent do you agree with the following statements?”

Top-2
Once the limit of the mobile data volume is
exceeded, it becomes very expensive

23

23

73

Wifi is cheaper than mobile data via 4G

13

24

73

The best way to download heavy files is via Wifi

26

Wifi is faster than mobile data via 4G

4 12

Wifi is safer than mobile data via 4G

4 13
0%

Don't agree at all
Base: Total sample

35

28

43

26

51
20%

Don't agree

29

40%
Neutral

14

20
60%
Agree

57

11

80%

41

31

100%

Totally agree
Current & future mobile data usage
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Current barriers

As a consequence, most people currently still make a conscious choice between Wifi and mobile
data.

I choose Wifi

“To what extent do you agree with the following statement:
I usually make a conscious choice between Wifi and 4G.”

35

0%

21

20%

35

40%

I choose 4G

35

60%

80%

100%
At home/work

Don't agree at all
Don't agree
Neutral
Agree
Totally agree

Base: Total sample

I switch

Public places

80%

16%

4%

36%

34%

30%

Current & future mobile data usage
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Current & future mobile data usage

Future mobile data usage
Future enablers

Future enablers

Lifting the price barrier seems to be a major prerequisite for increased mobile data usage. Speed or
quality are not the problem.

“In the future, would you be willing to buy more mobile data … ”

Top-2

… if the price decreases?

10

26

33

16

49

… if the quality increases?

18

24

34

19

5

24

… if the speed increases?

19

25

32

18

6

23

0%
Certainly not
Base: Total sample

14

20%

40%

Probably not

60%
Neutral

80%
Probably

100%
Certainly
Current & future mobile data usage
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Future enablers

In terms of willingness to adopt new technologies, people are rather hesitant at the moment. They
will first have to witness the concrete uses and possibilities.

“In the future, would you be willing to increase your telco
budget should these technologies offer more options?”

“In the short/medium term, would you be willing to ... ”
Early adopters
(top-3)
… take an unlimited mobile
data subscription?

42

22

17

18

Early adopters
Yes, between 125€

59

… buy a 5G smartphone?

17 10 13

56

0%

25%

21

50%

33

14 10

75%

12%

Score 45

16%

Yes, between 76100€ 4%

10%

Yes, more than 100€ 2%

5%

40

100%

Score 67

55%

25%

Score 810
0%

Base: Total sample

23%

Yes, between 5175€ 6%

No

Score 13

21%

41
Yes, between 2650€

… cancel your digital TV
subscription and watch TV
through other platforms?

21%

25%

50%

Current & future mobile data usage

75%
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Current & future mobile data usage

Key take-aways

Key takeaways

1

Currently, most people still make a conscious choice between mobile data (4G) and Wifi. The latter is the
clear winner in most situations throughout the day, especially when at home/work.

2

This clear preference for Wifi is somewhat lower among younger age groups and early adopters, though still
overtly present.

3

At the moment, the major barrier for using more mobile data is the price. Quality, safety or speed don’t seem
to be the problem (anymore). Lifting this price barrier and the further development of mobilespecific
applications could be considered the prerequisites for a stimulated mobile data use in the future.

Current & future mobile data usage
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Questions
or feedback?
Martijn Dehaene

Tim Geleyn

Martijn.Dehaene@profacts.be

Tim.Geleyn@profacts.be

0472 610 037

0472 403 543
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tude concernant l’utilisation des médias dans les données
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‘omroepactiviteiten’ opgenomen (artikel 2, 25°, van het Mediadecreet). Deze categorie omvat “elke
of geluiden aan het algemene publiek of een deel ervan via elektronische communicatienetwerken”

Binnen de ruime categorie van omroepactiviteiten wordt de ‘engere’ notie van omroepd

definitie van ‘audiovisuele mediadienst’ enkel betrekking heeft op audiovisuele (televisie)diensten heeft de
definitie van ‘omroepdienst’ betrekking op zowel audiovisuele als auditieve (radio)diensten”.
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de l’activité économique comme ne devant pas forcément impliquer la recherche de
bénéfices. Selon lui, ce critère recouvre la simple possibilité d’entrer e
d’autres services de médias audiovisuels. Dès lors, des médias « non profits » sont intégrés

s’il paraît assez sûr que les registres des régulateurs communautaires soient exhaustifs en
n’est pas le cas pour les services de médias audiovisuels sur plateform
mesure où ils sont parfois difficiles à identifier et à contacter lorsqu’ils ne se déclarent pas
d’eux mêmes auprès du régulateur concerné. Au surplus, il n’est pas interdit d’envisager
l’assouplissement du régime déclaratif pour certain
distribués sur une plateforme de partage de vidéos,…). C’est d’ailleurs l’une des
propositions du Collège d’avis du CSA dans son récen
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Il est essentiel de mettre l’accent sur une approche prospective.
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Appendix 4: Media presence in YouTube trending videos

